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FADE IN:

EXT. ENTRANCE TO A CAVE  - DAY  

Clearing in a tropical forest in the State of Chiapas, Mexico. An entrance 
to a cave marks background.

Intense noise of tropical forest animals intermingles with remote sound of 
human voices.

Perched on a tree branch, two macaws examine with curiosity a group of 
MEN on the ground.

Sharing the large Ceiba tree, a group of spider monkeys are grooming 
each other and frolicking.

On the ground in a slow motion, a majestic jaguar advances and stops 
looking intensely at the actions of one MAN.

A MAN, a rifle hanging from his back, and wearing extremely dirty white 
clothes, empties contents of a backpack on the ground, and pushes its 
contents with his dirty feet encased in sandals made of rubber tires. He 
searches for something, with no success. 

MAN WITH SANDALS
Nada! No book.

Man-with-sandals turns to glance at a SECOND MAN, holding a revolver, 
who stands behind a YOUNG MAN on his knees, his hands crossed against 
the back of his head. Man-with-revolver is wearing an expensive pair of 
Texan boots.

MAN WITH REVOLVER
Y entonces?

A SOLDIER, wearing an ill fitting uniform,  picks a cell phone, presses one 
key, and starts talking.



SOLDIER
No there was no book, no 
map...yes...Americano...yes, that’s what 
he said, archeologist...no...are you sure? 
Bueno.

Soldier flips the phone closed, lifts his shoulders in a gesture of 
resignation, and looks at man-with-revolver, who pulls the trigger once.

Young man’s head explodes; blood and brains flying, forming for a 
moment a red spay.   

SHOT REVERBERATES though the forest. A chorus of CRIES from birds 
and  monkeys, mixed with a ROAR of a jaguar rise as in protest. A flock of 
magnificent quetzal birds takes flight. 

Man-with-revolver uses the trousers leg of the dead young man to clean 
off drops of blood from his expensive boots.

INT. INDIANA UNIVERSITY CLASSROOM  -  DAY

Mysterious Mayan glyphs are being reflected on a white board.

Rays of a laser pen are highlighting a section of a bright screen, slowly 
dancing around some glyphs, luring, seducing.

ANNA(O.S.)
Sixth page of the Dresden Codex. You see 
the Tun Uc glyphs? It marks a lunar 
calendar.

From the back we observe ANNA’s ample hips wrapped in a large colorful 
cloth, legs encased within a long skirt slightly open, with one hand on her 
hips. Another arm extended above her head, holds the laser pen. 

ANNA (CONT’D)
(excited)

You see next to it,  that’s the butterfly 
glyph. Why? You’ll not find it in any of the 
existing codices, neither the Madrid nor 
the Paris ones has it. 
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GRADUATE STUDENT GWEN(O.S.)
Doesn’t it represent womanhood?

Dr. ANNA WILSON(40’s) slowly turns, her unruly hair and falling eyes 
glasses hide a handsome face, pasted on a plump almost voluptuous 
body. On one wrist a bundle of Mayan cheap bracelets make noise when 
she moves her hands forcefully

ANNA
For some culture it signifies the soul. Did 
you know in classic Greek the word for 
butterfly is “psyche”?

Two archeology STUDENTS are in a large classroom with a large number 
of empty seats. 

Graduate student TAYLOR (20’s) with a well trimmed, small goatee 
interjects, with irony.

GRADUATE STUDENT TAYLOR
Then we must conclude psychology is to 
study of butterflies?

ANNA
(laughing)

Mind is like a butterfly, flying from flower 
to flower, from idea to idea... Like we are 
doing now.

Another student, GWEN, an attractive young woman, extremely well 
dressed for an Archeology student, timidly laughs.

GRADUATE STUDENT GWEN
Why would a feminine icon  appear in a 
lunar calendar section of the Codex?

ANNA
More so when it was not so accurate as 
their Venus Calendar... Almost a  
contradiction for such magnificent 
mathematicians.
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GRADUATE STUDENT TAYLOR
Is ripping out the heart of a living prisoner 
as an act of  worship, a magnificent act?

Anna pauses, reflecting, slowly moves to her desk, and rests on top of it, 
looks almost puzzled, and with a warm smile.

ANNA
Mr. Taylor, as a ritualistic exercise, do you 
think it is less cruel to fry someone on an 
electric chair with a 10,000 volts jolt? 

An uncomfortable silence prevails, and with a tone full of passion, Anna 
starts pacing.

ANNA (CONT’D)
For the Mayan blood letting, thru self-
mutilation or sacrifice represents a deeply 
religious act. They are overwhelmed by a 
profound sense of respect and mystery 
when facing the forces of nature.

GRADUATE STUDENT GWEN 
Mystery? How do we explain their mastery 
of Astronomy and Mathematics?

ANNA
For them, mathematics, humans and Gods 
are one and the same, they are all 
manifestations of one dynamic and 
coherent whole “Energy” source.

GRADUATE STUDENT TAYLOR 
Then they were monotheistic.

ANNA
No! ... It’s not the biblical God. It’s not 
linear, it’s cyclical. The Popul Vuh 
mentions five suns, five ages, each ending 
in destruction, and renewal!
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Gwen, her voice trembling,  makes a valiant effort not to show any 
emotion.

GRADUATE STUDENT GWEN 
Then next December it’s the end of
the baktun!... We shall face destruction or--

ANNA
-- Yes Gwen. but it also marked the start 
of a new Baktun. How the new cycle will 
look? Perhaps a new thealogy, as you have 
been predicting... It’s a pity so many of 
their books were destroyed, we would 
know if you were right--

Suddenly in a playful gesture, Taylor holds a rolled up paper as a knife, 
and stands up starting to plunge it around him.

GRADUATE STUDENT TAYLOR
(large theatrical gesture)

-- My kingdom for a book!

GRADUATE STUDENT GWEN
(emulating him)

No. A heart for a book ... We must 
sacrifice a life for a book!

Taylor, stands up and raising his arms, looks at Gwen’s eyes to encourage 
her to join him. Both declare in unison

GRADUATE STUDENTS 
... And the word shall become light
And the light should save us from Kukulkan 
and darkness. 

Anna feeling tired, with a sound of defeat in her voice.
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ANNA
Enough, Philistines ... “If you3
Don’t believe on any sort of magic 
mystery, you are as good as dead!” ... It’s 
sad you made me quote Einstein.

INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Some couples have dinner at a small Ethiopian restaurant. 

Anna lifts with her fingers a small serving of cabbage with a piece of 
injera bread, from a large communal plate, and eats it with great gusto.

Her daughter JULIA PERKINS (20’s), thin and elegant in a pristine white 
turtleneck sweater, nursing a Campari and soda, is observing rather than 
eating.

Anna gestures the waiter asking for a refill. 

Julia puts a hand on her glass containing her almost untouched Campari 
indicating not for her.

JULIA
You are off your diet? Did you have a bad 
day?

ANNA
Just typical Graduate students with big 
mouths and small brains; and yes I am 
tired of salads, of non-fat dressings, and I 
miss my ice cream, and chocolates ... 
Anyway how is your job?

JULIA
Good. 

ANNA
And Steve?

JULIA
He got his promotion, we may be moving 
to LA.
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ANNA
Are you quitting your job?

JULIA
(coyly smile)

Not important. I was planning to take 
maternity leave anyway

ANNA
(sadness?)

You’re pregnant! Wow ... When is it  due? 
Is it a girl?

JULIA
I’m in my second month, probably around 
March ... We don’t want to know the 
gender, at least not yet.

Anna gulps her second drink, and waves for a refill. 

Julia sensing her mother’s angst, reaches across to hold Anna’s hand. 
Anna shakes her head

ANNA
Wow, a grandmother, I’m going to be an 
overweight grandmother!

Feeling somewhat embarrassed by her lack of motherly enthusiasm, Anna 
grabs with her two hands Julia’s extended hand. 

ANNA (CONT’D)
I’m very happy for you and Steve, you are 
going to be a wonderful mother, much 
better than me ... I was terrible!

JULIA
(laughs)

You were a little distracted, but yours was 
a nurturing indifference. 
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It made me stronger, self-reliant,  better 
than the smothering presence   of many of 
my friends’ mothers ... So many in therapy 
now.

ANNA
It was so hard to balance, wife, mother, 
school... damn dissertation took so long.

JULIA
Love you just the same, mother, even 
more. When father left, you were very 
brave.

Anna slightly drunk, feels tired and old. She studies with intensity her 
distorted face, reflected on wine glass,  murmuring in disbelieve.

ANNA
A grandmother, but I’m just in my forties.

FADE TO BLACK.

INT.  ANNA'S OFFICE  -  DAY

Anna’s small office is messy. Piles of books and papers blanket the floor 
and make navigation a hazard. Walls are covered with photos of 
expeditions, maps, and sticky notes. A colorful Guatemalan cloth hangs 
from a wall.

On another wall a poster of Che Guevara with an inscription: “Let’s be 
realistic, demand the impossible”

Anna pushes to one side of her desk a pile of papers.  

ANNA
If I were organized I would be dangerous! I 
forgot who said that.

MAUREEN HAYDEN(30’s), seated on a small visitor chair, a large mane of 
unruly hair, and big feet encased in heavy sandals, with dark purple 
toenails, laughs loud.
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MAUREEN
But you are dangerous! You read ancient 
dead languages, know the secret of old 
prophecies, and know all about 2012 ...  
That’s why I’m here!

Anna laughs, and holds her head.

ANNA
Sorry! I have this splitting headache. So 
what role are you assigning to me in your 
piece? The old witch talking about 
doomsday or an unsympathetic  rational  
“debunker”?

MAUREEN
Just a voice of reason, to counterpoint 
“end of world” voices.

ANNA
(timid smile)

But in spite of all noise we shall enter a 
new era. One of my graduate students 
talks about a new “thealogy”

MAUREEN
Instead of “theology”? 

ANNA
Yes, why not ... Perhaps a new matriarchal 
era

MAUREEN
Would Zapatistas have a role in this brave 
new world? 

ANNA
Why not? Would a matriarchal era be 
leftist or conservative? I must stop. 
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Being quoted in the New Yorker on internal 
Mexican political issues would not help 
when I request permission for a new dig. 

MAUREEN
If the situation deteriorates, you may not 
have a chance for a new dig, anyway.

Maureen  stands up and examines photos on Anna’s wall while she 
continues, 

MAUREEN (CONT’D)
Recently many Mayan villagers have been 
slaughtered in Chiapas?... Did you know? 
Some claim, a small group of Federales 
may have formed an alliance with a 
Yucatan drug cartel to fight Zapatistas--  

Maureen stops and points to a photo of Anna, in shorts looking surprised 
while holding a broken antique Mayan vase.

MAUREEN(CONT’D)
You look lovely in this picture!

ANNA
My first excavation as a team lead, Tikal, 
Guatemala 1996. Funny, at night we went 
to a local bar, and  we were watching 
news; Zapatistas had taken control of 
some cities in Chiapas. Some Guatemalan 
Mayan Indians were so excited and proud! 
They got drunk, and started clapping and 
shouting as if their soccer team had won--

Maureen moves towards poster of Che Guevara, and studies it  with her 
back turned to Anna

MAUREEN
(with irony)

Your poster deceived me... I thought I was 
being realistic.
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ANNA
I hope you understand how tenuous my 
position would be if I take sides... It may 
be difficult for me to go back.

Maureen feeling a wave of sympathy, turns, grabs hold of  Anna’s hand 
with both of her hands, and with warmth talks to her in Spanish 

MAUREEN
“Yo no tengo donde volver porque todavia 
estoy de viaje”...
No need to explain, I do grok you.

ANNA
I’m sorry I don’t know what grok means

MAUREEN
To understand intuitively ... I have a 
feeling we will be friends, I hope to be your 
paradox.

INT. ANNA'S HOUSE  - NIGHT

An immense bookcase covers a large wall. Shelves are bulging with 
books, and collections of small colorful objects and photographs.

A small stereo occupies one shelf, playing sad tango music.

An old red leather couch dominates center of the room.   Covered by a 
colorful Indian blanket, it faces a cocktail table with a large Mayan stone 
head on top.

Anna removes her shoes with a great sense of relief.

She listens to messages from answering machine, while she collapses on 
her reading chair, in darkness, and starts massaging one of her feet.

Distracted by street noise mixed with mechanical reproduction of an 
excited voice.
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JASON(O.S.)
Dr. Wilson, it’s Jason...great news. The 
site at Palenque has produced fantastic 
findings. A team, led by Maria Elena Nin, 
discovered a new sarcophagus in temple 
#10.  It contained a well- preserved 
mummy holding a large jade disk. It has 
some glyphs no one here can make any 
sense of, they need you! 

Anna pauses the answering machine, and moves to serve herself a 
generous serving of scotch.

Returns to her chair with a great sigh, and resumes to listen at Jason’s 
message

JASON (O.S.) (CONT’D)
-- Her twin brother, Francisco Nin, an 
archeologists like her, is bringing to you 
some stone rubbings and transcripts. He 
will arrive next week on Monday.  I have e-
mailed you flight information. Please call if 
you cannot make it. I will be visiting the 
Tzacalken and Chiton caves this weekend, 
I’m close to --

The message overruns the machine capacity. Anna exasperated gulps 
her drink in disgust. In a pensive mood, she looks at her reflection a 
colorful Mexican mirror with a large frame containing dozens of small 
macabre figures 

ANNA
Stupid machine. Shit!... Just what I 
needed, to baby sit a green archeologist.

Anna, examines her face, with a light touch she caresses  the creases 
around her eyes. Tears appear, and run down her cheeks.
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EXT.  CAMPUS  -  DAY

Anna and FRANCISCO NIN(30’s) are sitting on a park bench, under a 
large tree. His long hair covers a sensitive face, and  lends him an almost 
feminine look.

He is wearing a pair of cowboy boots, made of cheap alligator like skin 
and ill-fitting jeans, held by a belt too long for his waist.

Anna examines with a small magnifying glass rubbings from large jade 
disk mentioned in Jason’s message

Francisco, nervously, puts down a bottle of water and retrieves from one 
of his khaki shirt pockets a packet of Indonesian cardamom cigarettes, 
and lights one with relish. 

FRANCISCO
(heavy Spanish accent)

Thank you. I needed this. Well what do you 
think? 

ANNA
Your sister was right, it’s about Pacal 
Votan reign, but I don’t recognize one 
glyphs, perhaps it has the same root of 
the icon for bats and caves, there is also a 
variation of a butterfly glyph... I’m not 
sure, I need some time to work on it. 

FRANCISCO
Maria Elena thinks it refers to a particular 
Codex ... One which may contain 
prophecies about a new Baktun; but she is 
not certain. You see why we need you? 
Would you  please join us at least  for 
some days.
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ANNA
Impossible, we are at middle of the 
semester, I have a full class load and  I’m 
behind a paper due to a  journal has tight 
deadlines. I’m sorry, I can’t go. I would be 
happy to assist from here.

Out of place, a large colorful macaw, with blue and bright yellow feathers 
shits on her breast, and starts screaming at her, his wings extended. 

FRANCISCO
Please allow me.

Francisco removes a red bandana from one of his pockets, and using 
water from the bottle starts cleaning Anna’s blouse, unintentionally his 
hand caresses her breast.

Anna slowly pushes his hand away, and laughs. 

ANNA
Are you trying to change my mind?

FRANCISCO
(embarrassed)

Sorry, I didn't mean!

Anna stands up, grabs Francisco’s arm, to take a leisured walk.

ANNA
No need to feel embarrassed. Shall we 
have coffee?... Your last name is 
interesting, are you related to the 
musician Joaquin Nin?

FRANCISCO
Yes, he was my grandfather, my father 
was his youngest son, Thornvald. 

ANNA
So Anais Nin was your aunt? I love her 
diaries, very sensual.
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FRANCISCO
In a sense, he never married our mother ... 
She was their maid.

They cross a road.

A large motorcycle driven by a fat man, with no helmet, wearing a large 
tattoo of a winged dragon on a perfect baldhead, and enormous rings on 
his ears, rams towards them. 

Anna uses her body to push down Francisco, they fall down, she on top. 

The motorcyclist stops for instant, appears indecisive, and swearing, 
takes off at great speed. 

Francisco appears to be shaken and very pale.

FRANCISCO (CONT’D)
Gracias

ANNA
You see what happens when you arouse a 
girl? ... But who wants to harm you?  

FRANCISCO
I don’t know. Perhaps Maria Elena would 
know, tomorrow when we call, we ask her.

INT.  ANNA’S OFFICE  - DAY

The small room seems even smaller, in addition to Anna and Francisco, 
two graduate students are present.

Computer monitor shows the face of MARIA-ELENA  NIN(30’s), with long 
dark hair, large reading glasses fail to hide dark intense eyes, and long 
eyelashes.  A pair of large hoop earrings frames an intelligent face. 
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MARIA ELENA
(slight Spanish accent)

No, I don’t know but both of you must be 
careful. I know there some people who 
want us to fail, but it’s not clear why ...
Going back to the jade disk, I also was 
surprised. I was expecting dates of events, 
like battles, death, births, not a reference 
to a codex.  We have a first!

ANNA
But Francisco shared a picture with us 
with a date of 13.0.0.0.0?

MARIA ELENA
Yes, but as a subject, not as a date of an 
event.

A moment of silence is broken, every is excited, student dials, another is 
texting.

GRADUATE STUDENT GWEN
So if it refers an end of the Baktun, it’s 
another validation, ... It’s an omen, we 
should expect a cataclysm! 

MARIA ELENA (O.S.)
(with impatience)

No. You are confused ...  Date in this 
context was used as an adjective, to 
describe the content of a codex, perhaps a 
prophecy book. Not as an event.

ANNA
One of the glyphs shares a root with an 
icon for bats, zots... a glyph for butterfly 
appears twice. Any ideas?

FRANCISCO
(excited)

Si mi reina ... Te acuerdas? 
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It’s on one vase from Palenque,  depicts 
an edict of Pacal Votan.

MARIA ELENA
I don’t remember, but I will look it up. You 
see why we need you Dr. Wilson? Couldn’t 
you give us just two weeks of your time?

Connection fails, and screen shows a frozen image of Maria Elena, her 
voice smothered by static. 

Anna, frustrated, extends her arm in a futile act to bring back Maria 
Elena’s image.

Instead, abstract moving image of colorful geometric lines, perform a 
slow dance on the computer screen.

ANNA
But I still have questions! Who may be 
against us, and why? 

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. BAR   -  NIGHT

A large mirror reflects moving lights of a plastic advertisement box for a 
not well known beer. 

It dominates a small bar at the cheap Holiday Inn, where Francisco has 
rented a room. 

Anna and Francisco are having drinks with Dr. MITCHELL(60’s), with 
perfect combed white hair, wearing an old blazer, and a large red bow 
tie. Two graduate students have joined them. 

GRADUATE STUDENT TAYLOR
(drunk)

...It will be a small asteroid hitting the 
Great Plains!... Why such sadness burning 
your eyes?
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He extends his hand and caresses the pretty graduate student face, she 
rejects the tender gesture.

GRADUATE STUDENT GWEN
You are drunk, and you are wrong! A new 
era marked by a sixth Mayan sun, will 
result from a major cataclysmic 
earthquake.

FRANCISCO
Then perhaps we shall see a rebirth of a 
new Kukulkan. 

GRADUATE STUDENT GWEN
Or it could be of a Goddess, perhaps 
Gucumatz, a new Matriarchal Era.

ANNA
I like that, a Thealogy era... We shall see 
Ishtar rising, and Ixmel, the moon Goddess, 
rise and vanquish the Sun God.

GRADUATE STUDENT TAYLOR
(quite drunk)

Yes, down  with the phallus, I shall go on 
my knees and worship the eternal vagina, 
we must worship all vaginas... It’s the 
window to salvation!

FRANCISCO
(looks at Anna, flirts)

In this case I shall genuflect and believe 
again.

The group breaks into noisy laughs

DR. MITCHELL
You laugh but you know in late 19th 
century people like Alistair Crowley and 
Madame Blavatsky promoted sexuality as 
the gateway to experience God.    
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GRADUATE STUDENT TAYLOR
Why didn’t they teach me that in Sunday 
school?

DR. MITCHELL
You would have found it somewhat 
frustrating, since a major tenet was to 
excite the individual over and over, but 
deny him any possibility to reach orgasm...  
reaching a point they called: “eroto 
comatose lucidity”, when they experiences 
a perfect religious communion.

Anna looks at Francisco’s eyes and flirting laughs

ANNA
Funny, I didn’t know so many of my lovers 
had worked so hard to bring me close to a 
religious experience ... And I failed them.  

GRADUATE STUDENT GWEN
(with wanton timidity)

You are not the only one.

Anna full of sympathy extends a hand across to pat Gwen’s hand, 
bonding and laugh knowingly.

ANNA
Poor Gwen, so young and beautiful, and 
unable to reach godliness.

DR. MITCHELL
Coming down to earth, a new era could be 
marked by a simple tumbling of the earth 
axis. It would generate magnetic polarity 
changes, which would produce large 
storms, tsunami like waves and cover the 
coast line... with thousands of lives lost... 
What do you think Dr. Wilson? 
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ANNA
You are all being morbid, it’s depressing... I 
refuse to explore any possibility of a 
cataclysmic end, it’s nonsense! I want to--

One of the students, ignoring her, slaps the table and stands up all 
excited

GRADUATE STUDENT TAYLOR
-- No! It will be worse, by 2012 a rogue 
nation will have an atomic bomb and it will 
attack its neighbors ... It will be a chain 
reaction, each nation attacking others 
believing they are being attacked!

Anna feeling she may have reached a limit, finishes with a great gulp her 
Irish whiskey.

ANNA
(somewhat tipsy)

Then perhaps it’s time I start measuring 
the rest of my days with coffee spoons.

Francisco while he stands glancing at Anna, makes a discreet gesture, 
suggesting she should join him. Anna smiles amused by such temerity.

FRANCISCO
Well it has been long day for me. Gracias. 
Thank you for the drinks.

Francisco retires.

Dr. Mitchell makes a sign for a last round.

DR. MITCHELL
Bright young fellow, but he must learn to 
express his views more forcefully.

Anna stands and retrieves two twenty dollars bills from her skirt pocket, 
gives them Dr. Mitchell, and waves good night
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ANNA
Not for me, it’s getting late, and I have an 
early class. This should cover some. Time 
to walk back into my life. Good night all.

INT. HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Francisco lights a cigarette and sits fidgety paying scan attention to TV 
news, while darting  looks at the door, wondering, insecure of his 
expectations, impatient.

After a long wait, sound of finger TAPPING on door shakes him.

Francisco opens door and sees Anna, one hand resting against the 
doorframe, with a rueful smile, observing him.

ANNA
I’m not sure why I’m here... I shouldn’t 
have had a last Irish whisky! 

Francisco, silent, not smiling, gestures  her to enter.

Anna advance with caution somewhat embarrassed. For a moment she 
hesitates not knowing where to sit, and moves with resolution to occupy 
an armchair, and takes a deep breath.

ANNA (CONT’D)
Please don’t get any ideas... I do like the 
smell of cardamom from your cigarette! 
Are they Mexican?

Francisco, sits on the floor, next to her and embracing her legs, starts 
smelling her body in  almost ritualistic manner. 

FRANCISCO
No, from Indonesia ... And I do like the 
smell of your body.

ANNA
Please don’t ... I’m all sweaty, has been a 
long day.
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Anna pushes him away somewhat reluctant.

Francisco ignores her gestures and starts to smell the palm of her hand, 
moves to wrists, her plump sensual arm, and at last he plunges his face 
under her armpit.

Anna, mildly protests, and overcome by sensuality of the gestures 
abandons herself to experience, eyes half closed, her breathing 
accelerating. 

When she opens her eyes, overcome by a sense of urgency, mixing 
memory and desire, she grabs Francisco’s face with her two hands and 
starts to kiss him with passion.

Then she covers his nose with small kisses, and murmurs

ANNA (CONT’D) 
I never new a nose could be so sensual 

Francisco rises and taking one of her hands, guides her towards the bed.

Anna somewhat embarrassed, folds one of her arms over her face, while 
she allows Francisco to undress her. 

Francisco, in a slow and methodical manner, removes pieces of garment, 
and covers each part of the exposed body with dozens of small kisses. 
This drives her to a new level of excitement.

Anna, aroused, attempts to undress him.

Francisco does not undress, instead he keeps caressing her.

Anna’s pleasure slowly turns into frustration.

No impatient, she stops him, covers her naked body with the bed sheet, 
and rests her back n pillows.

ANNA (CONT’D)
You find me fat?

Francisco perplexed, sits next to her.
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FRANCISCO
Not at all! I find you very desirable! I love 
the eloquence of your flesh...your 
sensuality.

ANNA
Then why are you dressed ... Why don’t 
you make love to me?

FRANCISCO
But I thought I was.

ANNA
No you are just playing with me

FRANCISCO
You don’t understand, I’m learning to 
practice Karezza. 

ANNA
What’s that

FRANCISCO
Learning to contain myself, not to spill my 
seed. To preserve my vital energy ... It’s a 
form of mystic Swedish 19th century 
tantric yoga.

Anna frustrated wraps a bed sheet around her body, and struts away, 
slams door of bathroom.

BATHROOM MIRROR

She examines her face reflected by mirror, for a long time, tracing with 
her index finger the crow lines around her eyes.

A sad, amused smile covers her face, and in a low voice.

ANNA
Just what I needed, a pedantic mystic.
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INT. ANNA'S OFFICE  -  DAY

It’s late morning, Anna looks terrible and anxious, searches drawers of 
her desk, at last finds an aspirin bottle, and takes two.

Looking around finds a half empty Seven-Up bottle, opens it with some 
revulsion and washes down the pills. 

The phone rings for along time before she takes a deep breath and 
responds

ANNA
Yes?... Give me five minutes I’ll be ready.

She fires up her laptop, switches to instant messaging and test sound 
volume while she sees in a small window her own image. 

ANNA (CONT’D)
Oh God! I look like shit...

Loud sound of small mediocre speakers startles her, she lowers sound 
volume and sees Maureen’s small image on computer screen.

MAUREEN 
Yes, you do look like shit!

ANNA
Thank you for your words of support.

MAUREEN
I’m so sorry Anna, I have some bad news 
... Jason Lee was killed! Federales found 
his body yesterday.

Anna contains a cry, stands up, and drops back on chair, a tear rolling 
down her cheek.

ANNA
Where? Near some caves?
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MAUREEN
How did you know?

ANNA
He left me a message two days ago, he 
was planning to explore them. He sounded 
excited ... But the stupid answering 
machine lost the rest of the message.

MAUREEN
There’s political unrest. They also found 
bodies of some Mayan peasants, not too 
far from Jason’s body.

Anna starts crying quietly, starts looking for something to dry her tears. 
Does not find anything. Frustrated, she starts sobbing while lifting a 
corner of her blouse, and uses it as a kerchief, and blows her nose loudly.

ANNA
The bastards! Who did it?

MAUREEN
Who knows, drug runners, Federales, 
bandits, a jealous husband? ... By the way 
talking about husbands, I met Maria Elena’s 
ex. A gorgeous man, but rumor is, he is 
“un magico”.

ANNA
A magician?

MAUREEN
No, that’s what Colombians call a drug 
runner. Some people say he heads the 
Yucatan cartel.

ANNA
Don’t tell me you find such despicable 
character attractive?
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MAUREEN
No, too rich for a Wisconsin girl. They say 
he brands his victims with a hot iron, while 
playing Zarzuela music, and then kills 
them.

Anna shows surprise and starts pacing.

MAUREEN (CONT’D)
Are you still there?

ANNA
Yes, I feel restless. I’m surprised, I don’t 
understand, an intelligent woman like  
Maria Elena?!

MAUREEN
They met as undergraduates; they have a 
lovely girl.

ANNA
I’m sorry Anna, I must disconnect. Can we 
touch base tomorrow?

INT.  DR. MITCHELL OFFICE  - DAY

Dr. Mitchell’s office looks clean and orderly, on one side an open window 
offers a peaceful view of a small garden.

DR. MITCHELL
You should go, you must. It would be good 
for the department. Imagine  finding a new 
Mayan Codex ... When only three remain!

ANNA
She may have made a mistake with an 
initial translation. Finding a new Codex is 
like finding a needle in a haystack.
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DR. MITCHELL
She has an excellent reputation. Even a 
first draft of her dissertation was 
brilliant... And she has discovered some 
key clues, which makes any hay stack 
more manageable. 

ANNA
What about my students, I have a full load 
and besides I’m behind a the damn paper!

DR. MITCHELL
Nothing to it, as department chair I can 
call the journal and explain. I will cover for 
you the graduate seminar.  And the soon-
to-graduate candidates can cover your 
two undergraduate courses. It would be 
good practice for them.

Anna plops down on visitor chair and laughs with little enthusiasm, looking 
distracted at an open window.

ANNA
Well I’ve run out of excuses-- 

As she stands up to leave, she notices resting on top of a bookshelf a 
ceremonial Maya headdress made of colorful feathers.

EXT. SAN CRISTOBAL STREET SCENE  -  DAY

The Rover, carrying Anna, advances with difficulty through crowded 
street of the city of San Cristobal de Las Casas, located in Chiapas, 
Mexico.

The sound of CHURCH BELLS peeling blankets the Plaza, and mixes with 
lively sounds of streets full of celebrants.

October 31; Mexicans call it “El Dia de Los Muertos” (The Day of the 
Dead). People are milling around in main streets slowing traffic to a 
snail’s pace; many are wearing masks, and carrying bunches of yellow 
Mexican marigold called  Flower of the Dead.
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Francisco rides on the passenger side, on his side a fierce looking man 
with an enormous moustache and a dirty white shirt drives while cursing 
in Spanish those who have the temerity to cross his path. 

Anna looking happy and excited, rides in creaking backseat, and enjoys 
the street spectacle, a riot of color and sounds.

FRANCISCO
I’m sorry, I should have prepared you. El 
Dia de Los Muertos can be very lively!

ANNA
It’s like a colorful welcome, I would like to 
think it’s just for me. I love those yellow 
flowers, I forgot their name?

FRANCISCO
Cempazuchil, Flor de Muertos--

Someone hits a car window,  people peer through it. The sound of music, 
singing, agitated voices, and screams add an exciting dimension.

On Anna’s window a death mask appears threatening her, and extends to 
her a hand holding the yellow flower. Anna closes her eyes and lifts her 
arm to protect her face.  

Slowly she opens her eyes again to see intense dark eyes peering through 
wings of an intricate design of a butterfly, covering the face  of a 
beautiful young woman.  The mask does not cover her perfect lips, which 
slowly show a warm smile.

Suddenly the mask is replaced by a Mexican version of a Mami Wata 
mask, painted white, with small snakes framing a beautiful face with deep 
red painted lips, and cheeks.

Alarmed, Anna, seeking some reassurance, tries to touch Francisco’s 
arm resting on the back of the car seat. He retrieves his arm and turns to 
observe her with a forced smile. 

Anna makes an effort to ignore the small act of rejection.
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She forces herself to let the lively images of the street, become a canvas 
and fails. 

She dries the sweat on her upper lips, and makes an effort to hide a wave 
of anxiety

ANNA
I still don’t understand what’s expected 
from me. Maria Elena has a great 
reputation, I don’t think I can contribute 
much.

Then she notices, the macaw perched on the balustrade of a balcony, 
this time not alone, the companion has even brighter plumage.

They extend their wings in welcoming gesture and fly away, gracefully 
drawing a reclined figure eight, two arrows of glorious bursting colors. 

EXT. MARIA ELENA'S HOUSE PATIO -  DAY

A large and graceful old colonial house welcomes them.  All rooms in the 
house look onto a large patio with a great Ceiba tree, and a small water 
fountain with water lilies and small gold fish.  

Children laugh and their cries of excitement are mixed with  discreet 
sounds of Spanish guitars being played in a corner of the house mixed 
with sounds of overlapping conversations, in Spanish, English, Italian and 
even German from small groups of guests milling around.

Francisco guides Anna to Maria Elena who, on her knees, adds color to a 
child’s face, painted with an intricate butterfly face painting.

Maria Elena, recognizes Anna, and standing up gives her a warm 
embrace.

MARIA ELENA
I’m so glad you changed your mind. I hope 
you had a good trip ...  Would you like to 
drink something, an horchata perhaps? 
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ANNA
Yes please, I love horchata.

Maria Elena makes a discreet sign to a maid, and turns her attention back 
to Anna.

MARIA ELENA
My daughter Itzel, born El Dia de Los 
Muertos. 

Anna looks at Maria Elena’s eyes for some time, and turns to Itzel

ANNA
I’m glad I changed my mind. You’re a 
beautiful girl, and I love your butterfly... 
How old are you?

ITZEL, bare foot, wearing a white dress, in perfect English, extends her 
hand in a formal way and responds

ITZEL
I am pleased to meet you. I am seven 
years old today.

After the hand shake, Itzel turns and runs back to a circle of laughing 
CHILDREN watching a SHORT BOY, his eyes covered by a black kerchief, 
trying to hit an elusive pinata shaped as a colorful bird. 

MARIA ELENA
I must excuse myself for a second.

Maria Elena moves to greet an elegant middle-aged couple

Anna explores the crowd, moving in a leisured manner. Some individuals 
observe her with curiosity. In some cases she acknowledges them with a 
slight node.

Maureen stops her and grabs Anna’s hand 
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MAUREEN
Here you are.  Come you must meet 
Rodolfo, Itzel’s father. 

They approach a man dressed all in white in exquisite fine Italian clothes. 

RODOLFO GUILLEN (50’s) is a beautiful specimen of a man, with long hair 
held in a ponytail, and a delicate mustache. The open silk white shirt 
shows an expensive discreet gold chain holding an spectacular diamond 
studded cross.

Surrounded by two dark MEN, smiles with perfect white teeth, while he 
watches Itzel play.

MAUREEN (CONT’D)
Rodolfo may I introduce you to Dr. Wilson.

Rodolfo turns and smiles, perfect white teeth.

RODOLFO
(slight accent)

I’m delighted to meet you Dr. Wilson

ANNA
Please call me Anna

RODOLFO
Are you passing by, or you plan to stay?

ANNA
Just for a while; in research is difficult to 
predict an end point.

RODOLFO
Do you think you will find what you’re 
looking for?

ANNA
I’m not looking, therefore I don’t expect 
much; just  trying to help.
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MAUREEN
Don’t you think in the last instance we are 
all searchers?

RODOLFO
Yes, and often outcomes is so 
disappointing... don’t you think? 

ANNA
Sometimes, a seeker is blinded by--

A short man with gray hair who approaches Rodolfo with diffidence and 
murmurs something in his ear interrupts them.

RODOLFO
--I’m so sorry, I have to excuse myself. I’m 
sure we will meet again soon.

He moves away, his an arm resting on the short man’s shoulders.

ANNA
You were right, he has a great ass.

MAUREEN
(laughing)

Perhaps I should be the one branding... 
With my teeth.

Anna joins the laugh and holding arms they mingle.

Itzel runs to Anna, and without saying a word offers her a  colorful small 
whistle.

Anna, grateful, bends down so her eyes are at the same level of her 
eyes, and softly blows the whistle, producing a sweet sound.

Itzel smiles and lifts her hand to gently caress Anna’s cheek  and turns 
and runs away not giving a chance to Anna to express any gratitude.

Maria Elena approaches, and grabs Anna’s arm.
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MARIA ELENA
Would you excuse us Maureen?  I have 
something to show Anna.

MAUREEN
I understand, I also have things to do. First 
I must try the barbecue, then allow myself 
to be saved by someone... I am not 
Catholic  but I have given up abstinence.

ANNA
Please leave some for me ... I love 
cochinita pibil.

They all laugh, Maureen turns away, and Maria Elena holds Anna arm, and 
they navigate the crowd towards one closed door.

MARIA ELENA
Come I will make sure they save a plate 
for you. I would like your feedback  on our 
planned itinerary.

INT. MARIA ELENA'S OFFICE  -  DAY

A large bookcases full of books and objects covers a long wall. 

On another wall hangs a large map of Yucatan and Chiapas.

On an opposite wall one discreet spotlight illuminates a mysterious jade 
mask, surrounded by other Mayan artifacts.

Maria Elena shows Anna a map of Chiapas, which rests on a  large old 
colonial dining room table covered with books, papers and maps, and 
dominates the room.

MARIA ELENA
I thought we could journey in two   days, 
to give you time to catch up on 
background reading. We could start from 
there.
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She points with her index finger a map location.

ANNA
Any chance I could have some material on 
those caves where Jason was killed?... And 
perhaps, if you don’t mind the draft of 
your dissertation?  

MARIA ELENA
Yes, of course, anything you may want to 
share?

Anna, shakes her head, and in silence moves to a bookcase to examine 
some book titles.

ANNA
I love to discover someone by the book 
they read.

MARIA ELEN
Then you will discover I’m an eclectic 
neurotic... Anyway on  Thursday our first 
stop will be Tonina. I want your opinion on 
a-- 

Anna keeps reading book spines.

ANNA
-- But I thought Tonina had not produced 
any significant findings.

MARIA ELENA
We found a mural in one chamber, I think 
is related to the jade disk from Palenque, 
I’m not sure. Any way it’s on our way to 
Lacandon Indians territory

Anna moves back and stands close to Maria Elena, absorbed on examining 
a map. Anna studies her profile with intense curiosity.
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ANNA
What can we find in their rain forest? 
There’s not much there, is there? 

MARIA ELENA
Yes, a large mound, it has yet to be 
excavated; nearby one finds half buried 
stelae.  Some of their inscriptions show 
promise. But it’s   when we reach 
Bonampak we need your skills.

Anna inhales and shows surprise 

ANNA
Interesting, I recognize your perfume... 
Yes, a same smell of cardamom, like 
Francisco’s 

Maria Elena, remains silent for an instance, and breaks in to a great 
laugh.

MARIA ELENA
The perils of being twins. So I see he didn't 
waste much time --

Anna, somewhat embarrassed, turns towards the large window in the 
room, and opens heavy half closed curtains. 

ANNA
Yes, in a sense he did.

Through the ornate iron work protecting the window a quite street scene 
unfolds. The bright afternoon sun highlighting the dust produced by two 
girls jumping and playing hopscotch. 

In the middle of the street oblivious to all two dogs are fornicating.

Anna rests her forehead against the windowpane seeking relief from the 
heat she feels. 
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ANNA (CONT’D)
Strange, after all these years, I have yet 
to see the frescos of Bonampak, I have 
only seen reproductions.

Maria Elena stands close behind Anna and studies her

MARIA ELENA
The colors in the fresco reproductions are 
much richer than in real life.

Anna turns to study Maria Elena and smiles

ANNA
Isn’t that always the case? Fiction is 
always more colorful than reality, 
sometimes the its drabness overwhelms 
me.

MARIA ELENA
Yes, but these are not fictional figures, 
they were real people, made of flesh and 
bones.

ANNA
And blood, gushing blood.

MARIA ELENA
Yes, Gods had to be appeased ... Talking 
about Gods, tonight we are going out, I 
think you will like it.

INT.  BAR PARAISO  -  NIGHT

Bar PARAISO was built next to ruins of an old convent destroyed during 
an Indian rebellion centuries ago.

Along one wall tiny tables for lovers occupy small cells where once nuns 
stood during penance.
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Loud conversations mixed with a sad song from a Chavela Vargas like 
singer fills a large room full of smoke from cheap cigarettes. 

Anna, Maureen and Francisco, surround a small table observing  from 
afar Maria Elena conversing with a bartender.

The bartender, BEN-CHAC, a man in his mid-forties, with strong Indian 
features and unshaven, is wearing a sleeveless T-shirt and a black 
headband holding unruly hair.

An attractive woman moves behind the bar, and frees Ben-Chac from his 
duties.

Maria Elena and Ben-Chac join the group.

MARIA ELENA
This is Ben-Chac, ex-Jesuit priest, labor 
leader, and speaker of many tongues. He 
will join us on Thursday. These are Anna 
and Maureen ... You must be careful with 
Maureen she is a journalist.

BEN-CHAC
(flirting tone)

I’m afraid I would be careful, even if she 
wasn’t one. Que tal Francisco?

Maureen, delighted, laughs loudly.  Francisco nods.

For a while Anna removed observes the group talking in low voices. Bored 
, she lets her eyes roam the room, once in a while she focus large 
reproductions of old 19th century photographs depicting Mexican 
revolutionaries and musicians. 

Her eyes rest on Rodolfo sitting at a large table, surrounded by a large 
entourage.

Rodolfo waves at her, and with long strides approaches them,  nods at 
the group and addresses Anna
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RODOLFO
A pleasure to see you again Dr. Wilson. I 
thought you may want to meet some of 
my guests, they could prove most useful 
to know. 

MARIA ELENA
Francisco, why don’t you escort Anna?

Francisco remains silent and stands up.

Maureen and Ben-Chac are absorbed with each other and ignore  them.

Anna hesitates for a second, and with resolution joins Rodolfo.

ANNA
I shall be delighted

RODOLFO’S TABLE

Anna takes a chair offered by a dark man, JOSE MARIA SANTOS(30’s) 
short and in uniform, with an enormous moustache, laughs at a joke while 
he ignores her.  

The second man, DR. PADRON(50’s) is a large overweight man.  dressed 
in a light blue seersucker suit which has seen better days. He stands up 
with some difficulty and extends his hand.

DR. PADRON
Sorry, our friend was sharing one of his 
bad taste jokes. I’m Dr. Padron, chief 
archeologist for  Chiapas.

RODOLFO
The gentleman behind you is Jose Maria 
Santos, our esteemed Chief of Police, and 
teller of bad jokes!

JOSE MARIA
(heavy accent)

Encantado Doctora Wilson. I understand 
you are a specialist on Mayan script. 
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A complex writing systems, it’s easy to 
take a wrong turn, and lose meaning. 

ANNA
More so when some of the glyph writers 
were so inventive in creating variations 
and double meaning.  

JOSE MARIA
One must be careful when searching for 
meaning, one of your colleagues was 
somewhat careless. 

RODOLFO
Jose Maria you shouldn’t frighten our 
guest.

Anna does her best to hide a feelings of anxiety. 

ANNA
It takes more than a big moustache to 
frighten me.  

Rodolfo and Dr. Padron break in big laughs. Jose Maria shares a cold smile 
while wiping his mustache with his back hand.

JOSE MARIA
I see you have a sense of humor, then 
you’ll enjoy my next joke... A group of high 
school seniors, take a friend, who is still a 
virgin, to a whorehouse. Their young friend 
protests, he doesn’t know what to do. 
They tell him it’s simple, just ask for a 
sixty-nine. So with some timidity he does. 
As the encounter progresses, the woman 
gets excited and presses his head  with her 
thighs.  At a certain point the young man 
can hardly breath, so he tries to pry her 
legs open and asks “Could I please have a 
seventy, sixty-nine is too tight for me!”
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Anna feeling uncomfortable, rises and with a forced smile

ANNA
I didn’t realize this was a male bonding 
meeting. It was a distinct pleasure. Please 
no need to stand up.   

Rodolfo makes a feeble attempt to stop her.

RODOLFO
Don’t go Francisco, we want to talk to you.

Francisco, sits back, and observes Rodolfo with a mixture of curiosity and 
fear.

Rodolfo remains silent, and observes Jose Maria who is talking while 
looking at an old photograph of Zapata.

JOSE MARIA
Francisco we need leaders like you, we 
must find ways to stop those Zapatistas... 
‘esos comunistas de mierda’ 

DR. PADRON
Our Mayan people deserve better, they 
must have a God fearing leader, a Mexican 
patriot.

FRANCISCO
My father was Cuban.

RODOLFO
Nonsense you are the right man. We will 
let you know when time comes.  You shall 
be Kukulcan. Under your leadership, and 
with our help, a new Mayan nation shall 
rise ... It will extend to Chiapas and 
beyond! Now go join your friends and keep 
an eye on that Jesuit.
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Francisco, proud and erect,  shakes hands with each man in a formal 
way. 

FRANCISCO
I shall be honored, when duty calls.  You 
can count on me.

MARIA ELENA TABLE

On his return Maria Elena looks at him with concern, and knocks her drink 
in such way its contents spill all over Francisco’s pants. 

A wet spill covers his pants over his groin.

Francisco in a futile gesture attempts to dry it with a napkin.

EXT. ROAD JUNGLE  -  DAY EARLY MORNING

It’s a cloudy day, last drops of a flash rain make the green glisten vividly.

A small caravan consisting of four Land Rovers covered with mud and a 
large truck, advances at low speed through a hard road.

Ben-Chac drives the first Land Rover. 

LAND ROVER #1

Maureen, on the passenger seat, shoots pictures with a camera with a 
long lens, while a second one rests on her lap. 

Behind one of Anna’s graduate students tries to communicate with a 
Mayan guide and fails.

BEN-CHAC
Are you OK?... 

MAUREEN
I am having a great time. When will Maria 
Elena join us?
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BEN-CHAC
Tomorrow, after she drops Itzel at one of 
her father’s house. 

LAND ROVER #2

Francisco drives the second Land Rover, and Anna, next to him, with 
open map on her lap, lush green landscape

FRANCISCO
It’s absurd to think these crazy Zapatistas 
can build a Mayan Nation!

ANNA
Don’t you think these peasants deserve a 
better life?

FRANCISCO
When they decide to embrace our 21st 
century.

ANNA
But they did ... Nine hundred years ago.

Francisco glances at Anna in surprise, becomes aware of her repressed 
anger.

FRANCISCO
In about an hour we will be reaching a river 
and no roads beyond. We leave cars 
behind and cross a bridge on foot. Guides 
will meet us at the other side in three 
days.

Ben-Chac must stop, an old Volkswagen van blocks the road.  It’s peeling 
faded pink paint is covered by an enormous peace sign from the sixties.

Next to it, some one has painted the image of a snake with intricate 
butterfly wings. The snake, coiled around the trunk of a tree, is ready to 
strike.
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A group of six armed ZAPATISTAS, wearing ski masks, are standing 
nearby  with fingers close to the trigger.

Ben-Chac gets out and advances  with care towards them, making an 
effort to show he is unarmed.

From the van sliding door emerges a young woman in army fatigues, and 
carrying holster with a small gun on one side of her waist.

COMANDANTE LUCIA, in her twenties, has long dark hair and a handsome 
face with no make-up, and when she sees Ben-Chac a warm smile covers 
her face.

The two examine each other for a long time holding both hands, at last 
still silent they embrace as perhaps ex-lovers would. They distance from 
the others and maintain a quiet conversation.

Meanwhile a group of spider monkeys have congregated on branches of a 
large tree close to the roadside, and make great noise, observing with 
alarm  the rest of the passengers from the caravan  milling around their 
cars, waiting patiently for Ben-Chac.

A small group of spider monkeys use small dark reddish fruits to pelt a 
truck driver, a large man with an unfriendly attitude .

The man becomes angry when a shower of red fruits hit him, lifts his gun 
and shoots and hits one monkey, who falls down hard.

Ben-Chac, angry, approaches and punches the shooter, and  now calmer 
turns around goes back to fetch Lucia, and they approach Anna.

BEN-CHAC
Comandante Lucia, del EZLN, will be 
joining us.

ANNA
 EZLN? You control his area?

LUCIA
(with pride)

Si! El Ejercito Zapatista de Liberacion 
Nacional controls this area.
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Francisco starts to protest but remains silent.

Anna, surprised, keeps silent for a moment and she makes an effort to be 
cordial, and extends her hand

ANNA
What a surprise. Encantada. Maria Elena 
didn’t mention it.

Meanwhile a group of spider monkeys surround the fallen one.

One of them with a baby monkey on her back, grabs leaves of a plant and 
starts chewing them while glancing angrily to the group standing 
mesmerized observing the group of monkeys.

With tender care she cleans blood and applies masticated leaves on the 
wound.

EXT. ROPE BRIDGE -  DAY

The sound of water rapids overwhelms other sounds emanating from the 
dense tropical forest bordering the Lacanha river.

Caravan members cross with inquietude a wobbly rope bridge of dubious 
strength. 

Some carry heavy loads on their head, while steadying themselves by 
holding  a rope serving as balustrade.

The rope bridge sways aggravating the crossing.

Ben-Chac and Comandante Lucia have already crossed over, and are in 
conversation with a group of LACANDON INDIANS who are short, dark, 
and fierce, dressed in rustic white tunics of rough material, some armed 
with long spears and bows and arrows.

A Mayan porters, with a large load on his head, loses balance, and gets 
his foot caught between two planks trying to recover his balance.

Anna tries to help him, but in doing so she puts her own balance in 
jeopardy.
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Anna, who is afraid of heights, shows how little she enjoys such 
experience.

Maureen, behind Anna, makes an effort to hide an amused smile while 
she extends her arm in a reassuring gesture.

A blue and yellow pair of macaws appears flying fast over tree canopies. 
They slow their advance as they crossover gliding full of grace over the 
bridge, while making guttural sounds as to encourage Anna.

Anna smiles and, with renewed resolution, finishes crossing, short of 
breath, and rejects Francisco offer of an extended arm. 

ANNA
Thanks... I don’t need any help. I can see 
where we are going

A young man, almost naked, plays a flute, conjuring a lovely melody.

A cacophony of bird's songs join mixed with cries from excited spider 
monkeys.

A man plays a long wooden trumpet, sound of rattles and a drum join.  A 
roar of a jaguar overwhelms other sounds, marking a majestic and exotic 
welcome. 

EXT.  EXCAVATION CAMP -  NIGHT     

They spread around a large campfire, which illuminates a makeshift 
flagpole with the Zapatista’s black flag, with a centered red star. Some of 
the men laugh. 

Francisco, shaken, approaches Comandante Lucia.

FRANCISCO
Will you please take down this flag. It’s 
putting all of us in jeopardy. A government 
patrol may stop and confuse us a part of 
your group and attack us. 

Comandante Lucia stands up and resting her hand over her holster.
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LUCIA
We are in EZLN territory and you are 
under our protection. You may want to 
think again what --

Ben-Chac approaches and with his arm around Lucia’s shoulders, he 
gently nudges her to follow him. It’s difficult to discern their 
conversation, as they distance themselves  from others. 

Maureen, with a blanket wrapped around her shoulders, sitting on a fallen 
tree, appears somewhat impatient as she observes their conversation.

Anna, sitting close and wearing a black blouse with long sleeves, studies 
Maureen with some curiosity.

Lucia shakes her head vehemently, Ben-Chac makes a soothing gesture, 
a long pause follows.

Then in a brusque manner Lucia turns her back and makes a gesture to 
lower the flag.

A radiant smile appears on Maureen’s face

ANNA
I see you are most eclectic.

MAUREEN
Just doing my homework, I make an effort 
to get to know all those who support a 
great revolution.

ANNA
Such labor of love.

MAUREEN
Is a price I’m happy to pay 

The two break in great laughs

ANNA
You are so bad--
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Anna freezes in mid sentence when she sees the figure of a snake half 
coiled her head up standing observing her. 

Anna, frozen by fear, does not understand the intentions of the snake.

Rising, she takes some steps back and grabs from the fire a partially 
burning log; as she lifts it her sleeve catches fire.

Anna screams,  Maureen reacts rapidly and  empties the  mug with wine 
on the burning sleeves. 

With deliberation the snake slithers back to the line of trees, raising and 
turning his head back once more to study Anna. 

ANNA (CONT’D)
-- I shouldn’t have come,  I don’t Know 
what’s expect from me, and I don’t even 
know what we are looking for? 

MAUREEN
I don’t think no one knows. But you will 
know when you see it. 

Anna gives a great sigh and using a small twig, and back on the tree 
trunk, she plays with remnants from the dying fire, lost in her thoughts.  

ANNA
Did you know I’m going to be a 
grandmother? ... I don’t even know how to 
grow old gracefully.

MAUREEN
(laughing))

Perhaps not gracefully, but I like the way 
you are doing it ... I plan to emulate you.

ANNA
I guess I’m lucky I’m not my mother’s 
generation
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MAUREEN
Even if you had been part of your 
grandmother’s generation, you still would 
be a hell of a woman, raising havoc among 
your generation.

ANNA
Talking about generations, I don’t know 
why lately, after reading Maria Elena’s 
dissertation  I have been thinking about 
Asherah.

MAUREEN
Who? It sounds Semitic rather than Mayan 

Maria Elena appears and joins Anna

MARIA ELENA
Yes, she was called  “Queen of Heaven”, 
ancient Jews worshiped her, which drove 
Jeremiah to preach against such heretic 
worship.

ANNA
You know I have this fragmented model 
emerging but I cannot find words yet.

MARIA ELENA
Funny, I have similar feelings. It’s like 
looking down a bottomless cenote. One 
thing I’m  certain, it will be unlike any 
other Codex.

MAUREEN
Why?

ANNA
(enigmatic smile)

A girl’s intuition.

Maria Elena, breaks in a laugh, and excited holds Anna’s hands.
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MARIA ELENA
So you too have butterflies in the pit of 
your stomach? 

MAUREEN
Must be excitement of the hunt. Both 
smelling your prey... and not see it yet.

ANN
Yes I have felt butterflies...  Well, has been 
a full day and we have an early day 
tomorrow.

Anna empties the last drops of her coffee on red-hot embers. 

EXT.   STEEP MOUND -  DAY MORNING

The rising sun illuminates cover an splendid panorama with hues of 
orange, red and yellow.

Francisco, followed by two Mayan porters, leads, and is slow to climb a 
large mound.

The view is imposing, tropical forest canopy engulfs them, wind gently 
creating green waves, while remnants of a morning smog is dissipated by 
early morning sun rays. 

The sound of many birds and forest animals create a wonderful choral 
background.

Anna, wearing a bright red shirt with many pockets, a long khaki skirt, 
high boots, and a red bandana holding her hair,  looks happy and content.

Addressing no one in particular

ANNA
Such  a lovely morning.

Lucia, marching along, responds

LUCIA
Yes, es un dia lindo.
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ANNA
It’s moments like this I’m reminded why I 
didn’t chose a 9 to 5 job. 

LUCIA
And why I’m not a teacher

ANNA
A teacher? Funny you don’t look to me like 
the nurturing type. But who am I to 
criticize... I also teach and I’m far from 
being nurturing. 

LUCIA
(laughs)

You were mislead by my gun and uniform. I 
love children, if I could I would get 
pregnant and be just a happy fat 
mommy... I would nurse my child for as 
long as I could, I love to have my nipples 
sucked.

Anna breaks in a great earthy laugh, and touches lightly one of her own 
breasts

ANNA
Yes, me too, if someone plays with my 
breasts I can have an orgasm without 
touching any other part of my body... You 
know just before coming here, we were 
drinking and speculating about a new 
Baktun. What would be its single most 
significant attribute.

LUCIA
And? A new Mayan nation?

ANNA
Perhaps, but more important... a new 
matriarchal era!
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LUCIA
(laughs)

We don’t need to wait for a new Sun, it’s 
already happening under this sun.

Lucia to turns and points to the raising sun and looks back at the rest of 
the group.

Next to her are a young woman is wearing the Zapatista flag as a cape, 
followed by two Mayan porters.

Suddenly, a short Mayan porter turns around and swings at Anna with an 
old jade knife. 

Anna, by instinct, lifts her arms, and blocks the knife trust; its tip comes 
close to her neck.

LUCIA (CONT’D)
Cuidado! Get him!

ANNA
My God!

The girl with the cape, uses her rifle butt to hit the porter on the head; 
he falls on his knees. Anna loses her balance and trying to regain her 
equilibrium she twists her ankle.

Lucia is quick to draw her revolver and  points it to the porter’s head.  

Maureen tries to help Anna, who makes a feeble attempt to spare the 
porter. Lucia ignores her. 

LUCIA
I'm sorry, his side would not have any 
qualms, and we shouldn't.

Lucia shoots and the porter crumbles, leaving behind a bloody mess.

Maureen on her knees wraps around Anna’s ankle a large white bandage, 
while swearing.
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EXT. FIELD OF CORN -  DAY

Next to a river bend Lacandon Indians have cleared part of the forest for 
cultivation.

They cross a narrow cornfield. Anna, riding on an ox cart, has a large 
white bandage around her left ankle, and a white bandana holds her hair.

Behind her a young Zapatista girl,  with an incongruous white ski mask, 
plays a flute. 

Marching in unison, they appear to be tired and dispirited.

Maria Elena follows along the side of the ox cart as she addresses Anna.

MARIA ELENA
How are you feeling?

ANNA
Just sore, I’m fine...I think  tomorrow I will 
be able to walk. Please join me. When did 
you join us?

Maria Elena lifts herself to joins Anna on the cart.

MARIA ELENA
Early this morning. I had to meet some 
people in La Libertad. It appears some one 
doesn’t like you.

ANNA
Are you sure it’s me? Or whatever we are 
looking for?

MARIA ELENA
It’s the same, don’t you think?

ANNA
But how do they know when I don’t even 
know?
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MARIA ELENA
But you do, when you see it, you will know 
... When we reach Bonampak murals--

ANNA
-- I’m afraid you may be wrong, I don’t 
think we are going to find it there.

MARIA ELENA
Why do you say that? You have not even 
been there

ANNA
You are right, it’s almost an irrational 
feeling. I do use instinct a lot when I work, 
rather than clear lineal reasoning.

MARIA ELENA
Yes I know, it’s similar with me. Perhaps 
it’s because language has a magical 
dimension, it’s not like Math, it’s organic, 
irrational.

ANNA
Grammar has rules

MARIA ELENA
Yes, but the meaning of particular glyphs 
is often random, chaotic with little relation 
between form and meaning.

ANNA
(laughing approvingly)

Yes I marvel at the creativity of the Mayan 
calligrapher to create and improvise with 
the form of a glyph, just as a Jazz player.

Maria Elena reacts excited, and glances at Anna with admiration.
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MARIA ELENA
Yes you are right it’s like he was playing 
music with lines and curves. I wonder if 
some of the play in the forms was a result 
of the calligrapher being high.

ANNA
I like the idea, perhaps that’s why is so 
hard to decipher... We should be high when 
doing it.

MARIA ELENA
Next time I’m confronted with a long 
passage, I will try it... I will play Coltrane or 
Miles Davis, and smoke a joint and dream 
the translation while high. 

ANNA
Perhaps that’s why when confronted with 
a difficult string of glyphs, needing 
translation, I have an angst attack... I 
begin to doubt my abilities and feel 
insecure. It’s almost like a fear of 
drowning.

EXT.  RIVER RAPIDS -  DAY

Sound of waters rapids, on the Tijera river, engulfs the group.

They have split, riding three large bright yellow inflatable boats, moving 
at great velocity, pushed by the great force  of rapid waters.

Large boulders, and fallen trees contribute to create a dangerous 
situation.

A Mayan guide, riding in Ben-Chac’s boat, loses one oar.

Ben-Chac tries to address Lucia, who rides along with Maria Elena and a 
group of Zapatistas.
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The sound of rushing water drowns his words and makes impossible to 
hear what he is saying.

Lucia gestures with her hands to communicate she cannot hear.

Ben-Chac frustrated makes a gesture indicating it’s OK

He turns his attention to Maureen,  and coming close to her so she can 
hear him, he points to a point in the distance.

Far on the left bank of the river the tip of some metallic tubular smoke 
stacks reflects the rays of the sun while large bellows of white smoke 
escape from it.

BEN-CHAC
You see smoke far on the left. It’s one of 
the labs run by Rodolfo and his group. 

MAUREEN
I would love to be able to take some 
pictures, could we stop?

BEN-CHAC
No, they would shoot at us ..it’s 
dangerous.

He turns to the boat carrying Lucia,  and waves at her to call her 
attention

Lucia indicates she is paying attention

Ben-Chac using his index and middle finger points to his eyes, and points 
to the column of smoke.

Lucia follows his gesture, and moves her head in affirmation and turns to 
study him.

Ben-Chac makes a gesture as taking notes and forms across using his 
two index fingers.

Lucia acknowledges the gesture indicating she has understood.
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Sound of rushing water increases.

Maureen realizes Anna and Francisco boat, is rapidly approaching rushing 
waters, she tries to warn them, but her screams are drowned by sound of 
rushing water.

Before they can change course Anna’s boat approaches a small waterfall 
and capsizes. Anna and one Mayan guide fall off the boat.

The water pushes Anna against a fallen tree, she grabs a branch, but the 
force of the rushing water wins.

Anna loses hold of the tree branch and  finds herself under water, being 
carried with great force, she struggles to resurface and gasps for air.

Seconds later, a large breaking wave pushes her without mercy against a 
large rock, she hits her head and loses consciousness.

RIVERBANK - LATER

Anna opens her eyes and sees Rodolfo’s face close to hers smiling 
broadly

RODOLFO
What a pity, I was hoping you would need 
mouth to mouth--

Anna, feeling nauseous, vomits.

RODOLFO (CONT’D)
I didn't think you would find me so 
repulsive, are you alright?

Anna shaking her head, forces a feeble smile while trying to stand up.

ANNA
No, not at all ... I still may need 
resuscitation.

Rodolfo extends a hand.
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RODOLFO
Come I have a place near by, my men will 
let Maria Elena know where we are. These 
men will escort you, I must excuse myself, 
there’s something I must do, I will meet 
you at the house.

EXT. RIVER SIDE  - DAY

The small boat carrying Anna and her escorts reaches a small dock 
almost hidden by jungle growth.

FOREST TRAIL

The small group, escorting Anna, advances on a short trail.

COMPOUND

The group reaches a compound hidden by vegetation. Anna sees a set of 
ugly low industrial buildings, with smoke coming from some makeshift 
large tubes protruding from some walls.

Men, with small machine guns, guard the compound.

From an open door, in silence a line of men moves small sacks and load 
them onto a small truck.

One porter, by accident, rips open a side of one of the sacks; coke like 
white powder spills out. A man with a machine gun slaps the porter.

Anna, inhales with some exaggeration and addressing no one in particular 
makes a joke.

ANNA
I’m could get high, I bet that’s what 
happened to the poor bastard!

Anna’s small procession advances towards a house hidden behind 
industrial buildings.
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Surrounded by well-manicured bushes an incongruent well-designed house 
emerges. It is painted in pale yellow, with blue blinds, covered by 
overflowing geraniums and climbing roses.

Some yards away, under a large tree, a small group of supplicants pray 
to the statue of a saint. Anna curious comes closer. 

One pregnant woman painfully advances on her knees, while holding white 
flowers against her breasts as offering.

An old woman, smoking a large cigar, blows marijuana smoke as an 
offering.

A man empties a bottle of tequila on the feet of the saint while praying 
rapidly.

Anna, now closer, contains a cry of surprise as she examines  the shrine.

The figure on the shrine is the statue of a female skeleton, wearing a 
blond Barbie wig, under a white satin mantle. The skeleton, wrapped in a 
white sequined gown, holds a globe on one hand and a scythe on the 
other. 

OLD WOMAN (O.S.)
La Santa Muerte

An OLD WOMAN touches Anna’s shoulder offers her a necklace with the 
a reproduction of the Saint

OLD WOMAN (CONT’D)
Veinte pesos for you. It’s a nice Saint 
Death ... It will protect you, and give you 
what you want.

Anna not speaking, expresses both negation and being sorry for not 
wanting to buy the necklace.

A woman pushes her small daughter to put a small candle at the feet of 
Saint Death.
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Anna turns back to return to her escorts and continue their journey.

They reach a gate, which opens silently.

EXT.  RODOLFO’S HOUSE POOL SIDE -  DAY

From hidden speakers sounds, from a Zarzuela “Los Gavilanes” emotional 
ending, contradict a pleasant scene around a pool.

A large umbrella protects Rodolfo, occupying a table at the pool side, 
while lovely YOUNG WOMAN gives him a pedicure wearing a white open 
tunic, showing her bare breasts.  A  SECOND YOUNG WOMAN even 
lovelier is dressed alike, and gives him a manicure. 

Next to them, a YOUNG MAN, in white shirt and tie, listens to a cell 
phone, while typing the keyboard of a laptop with a touch of ferocity.

A magnificent rooster, followed by a group  of five chickens, struts in 
royal manner on manicured grounds.

Anna appears drying her hair with a large towel; her body partially 
covered by the same type of white tunic other two girls  wear.  The tight 
tunic accentuates the fullness of her body.  

ANNA
Don’t you think Berlioz would be more 
adequate for this setting?

Rodolfo breaks in a great laugh, and waives one hand dismissing his 
entourage, with exaggerated tone

RODOLFO
Only this Zarzuela can express my sorrow, 
my broken heart trampled by such a lovely 
woman. 

ANNA
I should have left my boots on.

A MAJORDOMO brings them a new round of cool drinks. Anna shows 
surprise. 
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ANNA (CONT’D)
Knowing what I drink belies such romantic 
mind.

RODOLFO
Perhaps you have been spending too much 
time with Marxists, they tend to dull 
muscles of the soul. 

ANNA
At least I haven’t lost mine.

RODOLFO
Of course not, just the heart. Talking 
about lost souls, did you  know Sub-
Comandante Marcos is my cousin. He may 
be among the few   Zapatista I will not kill 
when time comes.

ANNA
Such disdain for human life.

Rodolfo stands up and advances toward Anna. She puts down her drink 
and instinctively tries to close her tunic.

RODOLFO
Not at all, I’m most grateful for unique 
moments like this one.

Rodolfo goes on his knees and with deliberation pulls Anna’s hands away 
from her tunic, and opens it. He kisses  her exposed breast, while 
caressing the other. 

Anna pushes him away, he does not stop, with a brusque gesture she 
slaps him.

Surprised, Rodolfo, stands up and lifts his arm ready to slap her.

Anna steps back.
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Rodolfo contains his initial impulse and retrieving a handkerchief he dries 
his lips, and gives a forced laugh.

RODOLFO (CONT’D)
Such ungrateful attitude.

He turns his back and leaves.

DINING ROOM  -  DAY

A dark ebony gargoyle is a centerpiece on an old 18th century rococo 
table set against a wall. It serves as counterpoint to a modern dining 
room set of glass, brushed steel and white leather filling a large dining 
room.

Rodolfo sips coffee from a large mug, while he reads a Herald Tribune 
edition. In front of him a small plate with fruit remains untouched.

Dr. Padron standing in front of an eighteen century table, being used as a 
buffet, serves himself a generous portion of scrambled eggs and 
sausages.

Itzel sits on top of a large colorful cushion resting on a chair opposite to 
her father; she eats  with relish her cereal.

Anna enters with her clothes dried and ironed. She hesitates when she 
sees Itzel having breakfast

ANNA
Good morning. I slept like a log. I didn’t 
realize I was so tired. I hope I’m not late.

ITZEL
Did you dream? ... I love my dreams, I fly 
and --

RODOLFO
-- I’m sure Anna needs something to eat 
before she interprets your fancy dreams. 
Coffee?
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Anna gives him a grateful smile while she prepares to serve herself 
breakfast.

ANNA
Any chance I could have some tea?

DR. PADRON
(speaks with mouth full)

I have decided to join your little expedition. 
You, young scholars, need wisdom of age.

ANNA
A wonderful combination, since age needs 
vision of youth.

ITZEL
You are not at all like other friends my Dad 
has.

ANNA
(large smile)

I’m older and heavier, is that it?

ITZEL
(embarrassed laugh)

No, I love how you talk, you are so --

RODOLFO
-- fascinating. See, you have enchanted 
even my daughter, still  I’m sure Dr 
Padron’s experience will be a asset to your 
planned excursion to ... Where?

MARIA ELENA (O.S.)
Bonampak, that’s where we are going.

Maria Elena enters the room advancing towards Itzel’s seat, she deposits 
a light kiss on her head and stands behind Itzel’s chair.

Itzel without turning to glances at her mother, holds one of her mother’s 
hand and brings it next to her cheek, while her mother addresses Anna.
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MARIA ELENA (CONT’D)
I hope you were well taken care?

ANNA
Rodolfo’s hospitality has no bounds.

MARIA ELENA
I’m sure.

ANNA
He actually saved me from drowning.

MARIA ELENA
So I have been told.

ANNA
He is a good swimmer

MARIA ELENA
One of his few qualities, which are not well 
hidden.

RODOLFO
(laughing)

Spoken like a good wife.

MARIA ELENA
Ex my dear ... And happy to be so.

RODOLFO
Such little sympathy or  understanding.

MARIA ELENA
On the contrary, lots of understanding.

Anna, somewhat impatient, addresses Dr Padron.

ANNA
May I assume you have seen Bonampak’s 
murals often?
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DR. PADRON
Oh yes, they are outstanding. You will be 
truly impressed, even if you are a 
seasoned explorer.

ANNA
I am good at only one thing, exploring dead 
languages.

DR. PADRON
But murals are not dead, on the contrary 
they are very much alive ... You will see.

EXT.  BONAMPAK PYRAMID STEPS  -  DAY

Silhouette of a man in front of an early rising sun produces a long 
shadow. He blows with great force a conch producing a DEEP SOUND.

Anna and Maria Elena keep still, their image framed by the pyramid 
entrance, the sun behind them.  Maria Elena murmurs something in 
Anna's ear.

Then in a ritualistic manner, Maria Elena, with a small penknife, draws 
blood from Anna's small index finger, and collects small blood drops on 
tissue paper.  

Anna repeats the ritual on Maria Elena's little finger.

Conscious of this magic moment, they enter with deliberation.

INT. PYRAMID CHAMBER -  DAY

The dark chamber is illuminated by a small number of  torch lights 
casting strong shadows.

Anna and Maria Elena in front of a fresco depicting Ix-Mel, the moon 
Goddess, light copal incense and set fire to the small bloody tissues. 

They watch the tissues burn slowly, while holding hands, and   break into 
girlish laughs. 
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ANNA
Do you think Ix-Mel will forgive us?

MARIA ELENA
As long as we --

Dr Padron enters the chamber 

DR. PADRON
You should be in Structure 1, that’s where 
the murals are... those magnificent 
paintings.

MARIA ELENA
We know, but I need Dr. Wilson’s input 
here.

Anna turns, ignores them, and uses a large brush to remove with great 
care dust and small debris from old eroding glyphs carved on large stones 
marking the entrance to another room.

ANNA
I don’t understand...

Maria Elena stops taking pictures 

MARIA ELENA
What’s so strange?

ANNA
I expected something more ritualistic.

DR. PADRON
But you must see the murals. 

ANNA
We shall, but we are wasting our time, this 
text celebrates battles and deaths...  we 
are in the wrong place.
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DR. PADRON
How do you know?

MARIA ELENA
But the dates?

ANNA
They are historical dates. They are not 
prophecies, just celebrating a stupid 
victory.

DR. PADRON
Such disrespect for History is not expected 
from a serious scholar.

ANNA
But I’m not a serious scholar I’m just an 
impatient epigrapher... And thirsty, shall 
we?

Anna pulls out a small flask from a hip pocket, and drinks with relish. 

MARIA ELENA
Let me finish with this area.

DR. PADRON
I will be honored if --

ANNA
We don’t deserve such an honor.

Maria Elena breaks into a laugh and Dr Padron with some reservation joins 
her.

MARIA ELENA 
Let’s go see the murals and tonight we 
shall reexamine our strategy... we are 
missing something.

EXT. CAMP FIRE  NIGHT

Under a large open tent they have joined two folding tables.
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The remnants of dinner have been pushed aside to make space for a 
large map of Yucatan, which lies open on the table.

Maria Elena examines the map with intensity, as if hoping to find a clue.

MARIA ELENA
Anna insists we must questions our 
premise. We know the  Mayan clustered 
their towns around major urban centers 
like Tikal and Palenque.

DR. PADRON
The distance between population centers 
was set such a runner could bring a 
message within a day

FRANCISCO
That would be 30 to 40 kilometers --

Francisco is interrupted by loud shrieks from a macaw, perched on a 
nearby branch

Anna sees his silhouette against a full moon, and smiles. 

MARIA ELENA
Still we are missing something.

Maureen stands up and screams while she tries to push away a large 
spider crawling over one of her breasts.

Ben-Chac laughs and helps her to push it away.

Anna’s follows with her eyes the retreating spider’s rapid movements. A 
perfect spider web illuminated by moonlight captures her attention. 

Anna screams and with alacrity moves to the map. She starts tracing 
with her index the locations of known ruins
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ANNA
Yes, that’s it! Quickly... I need  pen and 
paper.

Maureen tears a page from her notebook

Anna draws and writes names of locations. 

ANNA (CONT’D)
If we draw a hexagon and use Palenque as 
the center, some of the vertices are 
Yaxchilan, Bonampak,  and so on but one 
vertex does not have any ruins. 

MARIA ELENA
Then something is wrong with your 
hypothesis, how can there not be a ruin?

FRANCISCO
But a group of historical caves is located 
in this vertex

BEN-CHAC
Yes, one of the caves within the group is 
“El Cedro”, I forget the name of the 
others.

MAUREEN
I remember now, one is “Tzacalken”, it’s 
where they found Jason’s body!

Maria Elena is the first to realize the significance of Anna’s findings. She 
runs to Anna all excited and gives her a great embrace.

MARIA ELENA
You are wonderful... Now you understand 
why you had to be with us?

One by one they approach Anna, and each one embraces her to 
congratulate her.
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Last one is Francisco, he bends down to embrace her; Anna lifts her 
head, they kiss.

INT. ANNA’S TENT

Anna, breathing hard, lays on top of her sleeping bag, wearing an open 
man’s shirt, an arm folded over her eyes.

ANNA
That was nice... Mm.

Francisco, shirtless, and barefoot, but still with his pants on, sits with legs 
crossed, and lightly caressing  Anna’s thighs and stomach. 

ANNA (CONT’D)
I feel like a guitar. 

Anna opens slightly her legs

FRANCISCO
But your notes are lovelier

ANNA
If you continue to torture me, my next 
note will be a scream.

FRANCISCO
No, just relax... hold it, change your 
breathing, focus on where I’m touching, 
nothing else; it’s called Venus butterfly.

For a while, a comfortable silence, hovers over them, punctuated by 
Anna’s hard breathing, which she tries her best to regulate. 

Both concentrating on Francisco’s fingers, which in slow motion discover 
unexplored territory on Anna’s body.

Anna experiences an unexpected and tremendous orgasm, and makes an 
effort to muffle a cry of pleasure by biting on a pillow.

Her energy spent, Anna in a gesture of infinite tenderness strokes 
Francisco’s face. 
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ANNA
You are a terrible influence, you are 
teaching me to be a selfish lover.

FRANCISCO
Oh no, it’s you who allows me the luxury of 
being selfish in my own way.

ANNA
I may be falling for your kind of prowess as 
a lover.

Francisco stops his caresses, and in a sad tone, feeling somewhat 
dejected.

FRANCISCO
Why did you have to spoil the moment and 
make me feel inadequate? By prowess you 
mean penetration? Is the only way to 
conjugate love? 

ANNA
Please, I didn’t mean it that way. You 
misunderstood, It was wonderful. I loved X 
butterfly, I forget its name.  It was a nice 
experience. 

Francisco putts his boots on, and in a brisk manner he puts his T-shirt on, 
and with his face still covered by the T-shirt he blurts out in frustration.

FRANCISCO
Nice!? ... Perhaps my fist would have been 
more fulfilling.

As Francisco exits without turning. Anna holding her groin with her two 
hands as in pain, curls in a fetal position.

ANNA
Please don’t ... Don’t leave like this!
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EXT.  ROAD - DAY

The caravan of Land Rovers advances slowly.

LAND ROVER #1

A Mayan guide drives, while Anna rides next to him. 

In back seat, a young Zapatista listens to a large handset emanating lots 
of static noise.   

LAND ROVER #2

Ben-Chac drives and Maureen, seated at his side, shoots a flight of a 
quetzal with an extended zoom lens.

Lucia sits behind, with another Zapatista

A loud SHOT reverberates.

For a short instant Ben-Chac loses control.

The SOUND made by a rolling flat tire follows, and sound of brakes 
applied forcefully.

Ben-Chac gets out to examine tires, and examines with care his 
surroundings.

He moves around to Maureen’s side window, and opens the glove 
compartment to reach for a small handgun.

BEN-CHAC
We wait for Francisco.

Addressing Lucia, who has drawn her handgun.

BEN-CHAC (CONT’D)
Who is riding with Anna?

LUCIA
Antonio ... I can’t reach him.
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MAUREEN
Can I get out?

LUCIA
Yes, they would have shot us if they 
wanted, they only want to scare us, and 
make us stop.

EXT. CAVE  -  DAY

Anna rests against a boulder next to the cave entrance, and  shows signs 
of impatience.

A young Zapatista frustrated, has removed his ski mask, revealing curly 
hair. He tries with no success to communicate through the noisy handset.

Under the shade of a large mango tree, a Mayan guide squats and waits 
for instructions, with a sad look shows infinite patience.

After a long waiting period Anna approaches and questions.

ANNA
What’s happening? Where are the others?

The young Zapatista points to his wireless, gesturing is not working well, 
he cannot hear, lots of noise.

Anna glances at her watch and removes from her short pocket a small 
notebook, starts flipping pages and reading some of its notes.

She again glances at her watch, and with determination she approaches 
the Mayan guide and gestures to follow her.

Then she turns to a surprised Zapatista 

ANNA (CONT’D)
Wait for the others. We are going in now.

INT. CAVE  - CONTINUOUS

When they enter, hundred of small bats fly around disturbed by light from 
flashlights. 
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Anna frightened runs out.

EXT. CAVE  - CONTINUOUS

The Zapatista smiles. 

ZAPATISTA
No muerden, they don’t bite. They lick 
sangre, blood.

Anna, with resolution, contains her fears and reenters the cave.

Macaw SCREAMS are heard, who is perched on a rock.

Anna turns, smiles and gives him her middle finger in a friendly gesture, 
before reentering. 

INT. CAVE  - DAY

The sound of their FOOTSTEPS echoes, combined with sound made by 
hundreds of BATS flying, and as a rhythmic counterpoint sound of large 
number of centipedes being CRUNCHED under their feet.

The flashlights produce strong shadows reflected on dark cave walls.

Anna looks hot and sweaty, she follows the guide with difficulty.  A light 
flickers, Anna, excited, encourages him to move towards new light.

On her right, Anna sees a part of a painted Mayan mural, with the classic 
Mayan blue and rust colors, and some glyphs.  She stops to study it.

The guide, unaware, continues advancing towards the light.

Anna turns and sees his silhouette against the entrance of an illuminated 
chamber.

A muffled moan emanate from the guide who crumbles and falls down.

Anna, concerned for him, decides to advance taking slow and careful 
steps towards the light.
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When she reaches the crumbled body, she sees a large knife sticking 
from his back.

Surprised she takes a step back and loses her footing; to regain 
equilibrium she puts her hand on the floor, and feels insects moving.

With revulsion she stands up quickly points her torch to where her hand 
had touched the floor.

The light reveals a carpet made of hundreds of large crawling insects.

Before she can scream, unknown hands hold her arms.

One hand with extreme dirty nails covers her mouth. 

INT. CAVE CHAMBER  -  DAY

A small number of ceramic torch lights do a poor job in illuminating an 
immense chamber, while projecting undulating shadows against the walls. 

Two men use force to push Anna towards the entrance. 

She sees Jose Maria Santos and a tall masked man examining a map.

Aware of her presence, Jose Maria turns to study her, a sinister smile 
covers his face.

The two men push her, holding and twisting her arms, and  force her to 
come closer to Jose Maria. He pinches one of her nipples.

JOSE MARIA
I see you ignored my suggestions. Didn’t I 
tell you to be careful, to stop?

He continues to pinch her, and changes to the other nipple.

Anna, still restrained spits on him and lifts her knee kicks him in the groin.

ANNA
Fuck you!
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Jose Maria bends for an instant from pain; and when he recuperates slaps 
her with great force, making her nose bleed.

JOSE MARIA
Yes... you will.

Anna nose bleeding becomes more intense

Jose Maria gives a meaningful glance at the two men holding Anna, they 
tear her blouse.

The masked man, approaches Anna from behind and starts unbuttoning 
her pants, Anna violently starts to kick hitting void

Jose Maria punches her once on the stomach, as if she was a punching 
bag. Anna bends over from pain, he hits her on the face. 

Now subdued, the two men still holding her, make her bend backwards 
against a large boulder.

Then laughing the masked man approaches them, holding in his hand a 
carved stone penis shaped as a sacred mushroom.  He offers it to Jose 
Maria almost in a ritualistic gesture.

In an act of unexpected  brutality, Jose Maria pushes the stone 
mushroom inside Anna. She SCREAMS loudly.

JOSE MARIA (CONT’D)
Puta, I’m going to teach you Puta! ... 
Never again you will make fun of me.

Jose Maria keeps brutalizing, sodomizing Anna with the stone phallus.

Bitting her lips to contain any screams, Anna’s vacant eyes wonder on 
the ceiling.

She sees the faint painting of a Mayan scribe, his head turned as if he 
was observing her with an accusatory look.

Next to the scribe the figures of three noblemen offering gifts to the 
king.
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The figures becomes out of focus. 

Pain overcomes Anna, her SCREAMS reverberate trough the cave, scaring 
the bats, which fly blindly as to protest the brutal act.

Jose Maria, tired and afraid of flying bats, stops. 

Anna breathing normalizes, and the Mayan scribe becomes clear for an 
instant and distorted again.

JOSE MARIA (CONT’D)
If you continue your search, next time we 
will brand you with a hot iron and then kill 
you.

Anna loses consciousness.

FADE TO BLACK.

INT. CAVE CHAMBER  -  DAY

Sounds of WATER DROPS reverberate, mixed with Anna’s almost 
imperceptible SOBS.

Anna, half naked, and too weak to move, is transfixed by a thin line of 
blood runs down her white thigh.

Her eyes keep wandering, as if searching for an answer to her plight, 
among faint painted figures.

Mesmerized she focuses on one painting depicting a sacrifice of a war 
prisoner.

The painting depicts a priest holding in one hand a flint knife while the 
other hand the bleeding victim’s heart. The victim’s body resting on a 
large stone table, his legs dangling, has his chest wide open, blood 
gushing out. Some spectators turn their heads towards the observer as 
inviting him to be part of the ceremony.
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Anna’s eyes focus again on her bloody thigh, and in an irrational impulse, 
she uses her index finger to break the red thin lines of blood, and 
smudges them.

Her thigh white skin becomes a canvas of grotesque swirls and 
intersecting lines of blood.

She stops sobbing, but keeps crying silently while she listens to sounds of 
WATER DROPS growing louder and louder. 

Anna covers her ears with both hands as she struggles to  dampen the 
sounds. Then she appears to remember something; she searches in her 
shirt pockets and finds it.

She retrieves Itzel’s whistle.

She blows and extracts a lovely WHISTLE sound, almost out of place. Its 
sweet vibrato bouncing and echoing through the cave, neutralizing the 
sound of WATER DROPS.

Ben-Chac and Maureen hear it and quickly follow its melody. Their 
progress is slow, and at last they find Anna.

MAUREEN
The bastards, those fucking bastards!

Maureen rips sleeves from her shirt, and starts with great tenderness to 
clean Anna.

Anna, feels overwhelmed, and weeps without making any noise, hiding 
her face on Maureen's shoulder.

Maureen, starts rocking Anna as if she was a baby, and starts singing in a 
low voice almost as if it was a lullaby

ANNA
I can’t go on...

MAUREEN
No you must not give them satisfaction
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ANNA
I don’t understand why? ... What is it? 
What they don’t want us to find? I feel so 
foolish.

BEN-CHAC
The truth, or to be more accurate the 
Myth, they are afraid of the Myth. 

ANNA
Now you are the one who should be  
feeling foolish.

ANNA (CONT’D)
I just want to go home

BEN-CHAC
You are not in shape to go anywhere. I 
know someone who can help you, it’s only 
20 miles from here on one side of the 
river... a wise shaman, she will make you 
feel better. 

INT. SHAMAN HOUSE -  DAY

Chavela Mendoza (60’s) has long grey hair carefully braided with a 
colorful red and yellow scarf matching an embroidered vest, and long 
skirt. She sits on a low chair next to Anna, who lays down on a low narrow 
bed.

Anna appears exhausted and hurt, she bends her arm over her face to 
cover her eyes. 

Next room Ben-Chac converses with Maria Elena and Francisco, using low 
voices while they  drink tequila.

Maureen, fascinated, observes the old woman who moves with great care 
her spread open hands over Anna's body, close but not touching any skin.
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At certain points she stops and closes her eyes as making an effort.

ANNA
I can feel heat, and something like a rush.

CHAVELA
Good, that’s how it should be.

Chavela moves her hand over Anna’s forehead.

ANNA
I see now colors, a beautiful indigo... oh! 
Now it’s blue.

Anna opens her eyes to see where Chavela has moved her hand, over 
Anna’s throat.

Then Chavela moves her hands over Anna’s chest.

Anna sees green and her breathing slows down. She has closed her eyes 
and for the first time feeling safe and relaxed, and exhales a big sigh of 
relief.

In slow motion Chavela moves her hand over Anna’s Venus mound 
without touching her.

ANNA (CONT’D)
Now I see a flash of orange and it feels 
warm there.

Anna moves her hand to cover her groin, and starts to weep silently.

Chavela moves away to fill a cup from small pot cooking on a stove. 

MAUREEN
Mmmm,  smells good, I love chocolate... 
may I have some?; What else do you add?
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CHAVELA
Not now, perhaps later. Has special herbs 
and mushrooms just for Anna’s condition. 
No good for you!

With great tenderness Chavela brings the cup to Anna’s lips. Anna, now, 
holds it with her own hands and drinks with relish. 

When she finishes, Chavela offers her three highly polished stones, small 
enough to hold them with one hand.

INT. SHAMANS HOUSE PORTICO  -  NIGHT

Between two of the portico poles hangs a hammock, where Anna  sways. 

Next to her on an old dilapidated chair sits Maria Elena  drinks a Corona 
beer.

MARIA ELENA
When we were children Francisco and I 
would play here. I was infatuated with Ben-
Chac, he was much older and ignored me 
... His mother would make us chocolate.

ANNA
Then Chavela is his mother? ... Oh my, I 
feel nausea now and my legs, I can’t feel 
my legs?!

Maria Elena holds Anna’s hand

MARIA ELENA
That’s OK That’s how it should be; the 
mushrooms in the chocolate... soon you 
shall fly. 

ANNA’S VISION STARTS

Undulating strips of color dance in slow motion following music produced 
by Itzel’s whistle, a flute and rhythmic drums.
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Anna, dressed in a blinding electric blue tunic, lays on a field of green 
grass her arms open Christ like.

Mayan VOICES produce a singsong, become louder to transform into loud 
cries of dozens of spider monkeys.

One of the monkeys wears a crown, while three other spider monkeys 
bring him offerings with great diffidence.

One of them, with a baby clutching her back, brings him a coconut. 
Another one, a small female, offers him a large mango.

The monkey “king” chews it with gusto.

Last, a young monkey brings him a stick with ants stuck on it.

The “king” monkey licks them from the stick with relish.

Then still holding the stick he moves a log and uncovers the entrance of 
big hole on the base of a large boulder.

He descends into the big hole, the other three monkeys follow him one 
after the other. 

HIBISCUS TREE GROWING

From the ground springs a hibiscus tree, which grows and keeps growing 
very fast.

Perched on one branch the colorful macaw SINGS, its sound  smothering 
other sound. 

Suddenly he fully extends open his tail, flaunting his feathers in a colorful 
fan.

TREE TRUNK

Anna embraces the tree trunk, and caresses every single bark cranny 
and deposits soft kisses as if she was making love to it.
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HIBISCUS FLOWERS

With large gulps, she inhales smells of white hanging flowers. 

A sense of euphoria engulfs her body.

A BUSH CATCHES FIRE

Light of a bush on fire illuminates a jaguar, which stands quietly 
examining Anna.

THE DALE

Anna advances toward the jaguar and  wants to embrace him, he moves 
away in a slow motion, her movement slows down

A lovely cloud of butterflies follows the jaguar.

For Anna time becomes elastic, while the random cloud of butterflies 
begins to take shape.

It takes her a long time to realize its shape is an arrow.

Anna runs to follow the butterflies’ arrow, but it appears she is running in 
place unable to advance.

At a distance the flying butterflies approach a pyramid and slowly 
disappear in a hole, under stones at the base of the pyramid. 

Sound of hundreds of BUTTERFLY WINGS flapping muffles her steps and 
all becomes dark.

END OF ANNA’S VISION

DISSOLVE TO:

PORTICO

Anna’s eyes open and she sees Maria Elena sleeping, one hand still 
holding the neck of a beer bottle.
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INT.  KITCHEN  -  DAY

Anna feeling thirsty gets a mug from the kitchen counter, rinses it and 
fills it from a large sweating clay pot. 

The shaman woman addresses Ben-Chac in low voice, while she caresses 
his hand laying open facedown on top of a large kitchen table.

Maureen types on her laptop some notes following attentively instructions 
from Maria Elena.

Francisco stands behind Maria Elena, his hand resting on her shoulder as 
they observe Maureen typing.

Anna, still hurting, gulps water, letting the water run over her in a 
ritualistic cleansing gesture.

Now everyone observes Anna silently, following every movement.

Anna aware of their attention, is uncomfortable. To change the mood she 
declares, perhaps too forcefully. 

ANNA
We must go back

MAUREEN
Where to?

ANNA
The cave, where you found me... We must 
search for a painting ... It shows three 
priests on their knees making offerings to 
the king.

FRANCISCO
That’s a terrible idea. It’s not healthy ... 
Why do you feel the need to go back, it’s 
just masochism? 

MARIA ELENA
Don’t be stupid, she must have seen 
something.
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MAUREEN
Besides, we always draw towards what we 
fear most. 

ANNA
It’s not fear driving me, it’s a need to 
continue regardless of anything else or 
any opposition. I hate velleity.

FRANCISCO
I don’t know the meaning of this word.

ANNA
Anemic, feeble, a hopeless wish ... to want 
something without doing anything about it.

MARIA ELENA
(laughs)

What a wonderful word... So descriptive of 
my brother’s dreams

INT. CAVE CHAMBER -   DAY

They are all clustered in the chamber where Anna was raped. 

Their face turned up, they study and examine the mural Anna described.

Maria Elena reads the faint glyphs on the painting; she becomes excited 
as she makes progress. 

MARIA ELENA
I don’t understand,  why a mural in this 
cave would refer to Pacal Votan, the king 
of Palenque?

ANNA
It makes sense, remember Palenque is the 
center of the hexagon, the cave is one of 
the vertices. This cave must have been 
part of his kingdom.
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MAUREEN
Anna is right. Whatever we are looking for 
can’t be in Bonampak.
Or any other vertex, it must be at the 
center!

Maria Elena traces some the information on paper, and draws a map.

MARIA ELENA
Palenque is so large! Dozens of structures. 
Where to start?

ANNA
Easy, where you found the jade disk.

FRANCISCO
That would be where Pacal’s sarcophagus 
was found. Structure “D”

MARIA ELENA
No, it would be too logical

ANNA
What’s wrong with that?

MARIA ELENA
The Codex was a tool for priests to help 
them predict, not a tool for a king, in 
particular such king... He didn’t need any 
books to reign 60 years!

FRANCISCO
As always you tend to over simplify, you 
are right at one level, but the question is 
what would the intention of a priest be? 

MAUREEN
At moments I wonder if you two are 
having an scholastic discussion or a sibling 
spat.
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Ben-Chac interjects and glances at Maria Elena with a kind of tenderness 
mixed with irony an ex-lover perhaps would use.

BEN-CHAC
For Maria Elena only ideas are an 
acceptable form of exchange.

Francisco with contained rage

FRANCISCO
Yes, for my darling sister feelings are 
manifestation of the weakling.

MARIA ELENA
I thought we were discussing the potential 
location of a Codex, not of my heart.

A silent moment follows, interrupted by Anna who studies Maria Elena’s 
face with a tender smile and blurts out 

ANNA
Yes, it would be nice to find it.

Maria Elena, feeling embarrassed, makes an effort not to glance at Anna 
and focuses her attention on the murals.

With determination she gets a small notebook and pen from her shirt 
pocket and takes rapid notes.

MARIA ELENA
I think I have an idea where we should 
start

MAUREEN
(with tender irony)

And I perhaps know how it will  end... This 
calls for a great celebration.

EXT. CAMP  -  NIGHT

They all congregate around a large campfire, chatting, drinking and 
laughing.
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Francisco plays a flute, one drivers plays a mean guitar, another one 
plays a large drum, sound of  maracas, and  even a conch join them.

They seem and sound happy; sensing they are entering a new phase in 
their adventure.

Some are smoking large handmade marijuana smokes

Ben-Chac and Maureen dance slowly ignoring the fast happy beat of the 
music. 

Two big drivers are dancing without touching each other, one of them  
playing an exaggerated imitation of a woman. 

Unexpectedly a group of Mayan guides, wearing masks, dance a 
mysterious and fantastic choreography.

One wears a mask of a caiman, another dresses like a giant crab. One 
wears the skin and head of a jaguar resting over his shoulders, lending 
him a majestic look.

They encircle Anna who tries to escape.

She succeeds and approaches one smoking a large fat marijuana cigar. 
Anna grabs it and declares to no one in particular.

ANNA
I want to get high.

The men pass the cigar around while observing Anna with a mixture of 
lust and contempt, while she gets high wantonly inhaling marijuana smoke 
when it’s her turn.

Anna high and  bored, joins the dancing.  Alone in her movement she is 
full of joy and sensuality.

A big man who had done a poor job while playing the role of a woman 
approaches Anna and roughly holds her tight in his arms.

Anna pushes him away, but keeps dancing along.
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For a short instant he accepts the distance Anna has imposed between 
them, but it does not last long. He again brings her close to him,  and this 
time he grabs one of her breasts.

Maria Elena intervenes and pushes the man away from Anna.

The man is angry and for an instant is ready to hit her, but when he 
recognizes her, he turns meekly away. 

Maria Elena dance with Anna, both abandoning themselves to the music.

A man starts singing a sad Mexican song changing the mood. Some 
remain quiet, some join in the singing. 

Anna and Maria Elena slow their dance but do not stop. Anna, becomes 
self-conscious while moving close to Maria Elena, allowing herself to be 
guided by the young woman, both much aware of the other.

Anna rests her head on Maria Elena’s shoulder.

Maria Elena brings her closer, her tight thigh pushing against Anna’s groin

ANNA (CONT’D)
I don’t want you to think I’m so high I don’t 
know what I’m doing.

MARIA ELENA
I know... That’s why I am allowing my 
butterfly in me to open her wings.

ANNA
Has been a long time since I felt mine... 
But I’m not sure if it’s a good idea.

MARIA ELENA
Probably not, but still I want to be your 
secret passage.
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ANNA
(laughs)

Definitely we are crossing a certain 
treshhold... About being secret I’m not so 
sure, see how many are looking at us. 

MARIA ELENA
I don’t want to... I’m afraid to lose my 
wings

ANNA
I don’t want you to ... I don’t want my 
pistils to stop dancing.

In a gesture of affirmation they both embrace even closer.

Maria Elena starts caressing Anna’s earlobe with her lips.  

Anna stops, pushes her slightly away smiling but in a contradictory 
gesture she keeps holding tight one of her hands. 

ANNA (CONT’D)
Now I am the one feeling butterflies in my 
stomach ... 

DISSOLVE TO

INT. MARIA ELENA TENT  -  NIGHT

Anna deposit a light kiss on a colorful small butterfly tattooed on Maria 
Elena’s left shoulder.

Maria Elena lays face down on top of the open sleeping bag, shadows 
dancing on the lovely naked body poorly illuminated by a kerosene light, 
while she softly MOANS.

Anna’s on her knees, her open khaki shirt partially covering her 
nakedness, discovers Maria Elena’s body with gesture of infinite 
tenderness mixed with sensual small light kisses.
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Small kerosene flame flickers one last time and dies, leaving the tent 
pitch dark.

TENT DOOR

Francisco, holding a small flashlight enters and is surprised by what the 
small circular spotlight reveals.

OPEN SLEEPING BAG

The two women are in a sound sleep.

Anna’s half naked body, one leg bent, partially covers Maria Elena’s 
naked body, laying face down.

Maria Elena rests her head on one of Anna’s breasts as a soft pillow. 

FRANCISCO’S FACE SHOWS A MIXTURE OF JEALOUSY AND ANGER

Francisco with renewed determination searches, spot light illuminates 
small areas. 

At last he sees a laptop and next to it lays the map they had drawn so 
carefully after Anna’s revelations.

He grabs it, and he folds it to fit his shirt pocket.

He is careful to exit without making any noise. He turns on last time to 
observe with envy two sleeping bodies.

EXT. CAMP  -  NIGHT

Francisco approaches two men smoking behind a large communal tent.

One man, wearing a baseball cap, is one of those who had forcefully held 
Anna in the cave.

Francisco retrieves the map from his pocket and offers it.

FRANCISCO
This is very important, you must give it to 
Rodolfo tonight... you understand?
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The man holds the map and expresses a surprising sense of outrage

MAN WITH CAP
Yes I understand cabron ... How can you 
betray your own sister!

He turns to his companion and continues

MAN WITH CAP(CONT’D)
Este maricon de mierda ... Despicable

Francisco surprised by such little gratitude turns, and moves away erect, 
without turning his head

FRANCISCO
I shall tell Rodolfo of your conduct and lack 
of “lealtad” 

MAN WITH CAP?
You dare to question “our” loyalty?

INT. LARGE TENT  -  DAY

They all have breakfast congregated around a communal table. 

Maria Elena contains her anger and concentrates on serving herself 
breakfast. 

Too late she becomes aware of Anna presence, who while filling her cup 
of coffee, studies her with a shy smile.

Anna distracted does not notice the coffee overflowing the mug, until it 
burns her hands.

Maria Elena with tender gesture tries to mitigate Anna’s pain using 
butter.

Anna becomes self-conscious and gently pushes her away. 

Maria Elena now confused retreats to finish her breakfast; announces, 
addressing no one in particular
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MARIA ELENA
The map is missing.

MAUREEN
How can it be?

BEN-CHAC
Who was at your tent?

FRANCISCO
Could be anyone, She is not that 
discriminative.

ANNA
It doesn’t matter. We can reconstruct it.

MARIA ELENA 
Half day wasted, let me bring my notes. 
Anna, could you get your laptop? I forgot 
to charge mine.

Maria Elena and Anna leave together.

MAUREEN
I better get my protein, before they take it 
away

HALF FULL SERVING PLATE OF SCRAMBLED EGGS

DISSOLVE TO:

EMPTY SERVING PLATE OF SCRAMBLE EGGS

They are working around the communal table, now covered with maps, 
notes, and some books.

On one side Anna works on her laptop, with Maria Elena standing besides 
her, pointing to the laptop screen with the point of a pencil.

Ben-Chac has a large piece of legal paper half filled with the sketch of a 
map, and some notes.
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Maureen examines pictures in her camera with purpose, at last she stops 
in triumph

MAUREEN
I found it. 

FRANCISCO
What?

MAUREEN
The image from the cave.

MARIA ELENA
Which one

MAUREEN
One which  triggered your finding, light 
was poor, but you can distinguish it well.

Maureen offers her camera to Maria Elena.

The photo on the small camera screen shows offerings to the king. 

When Maria Elena presses another button by mistake. Now the small 
screen shows a close up of her legs.

IMAGE OF LEGS WITH DATE AND TIME

MARIA ELENA (O.C.)
God it’s past one!

BEN-CHAC
We may as well wait for tomorrow

ANNA
Why?

BEN-CHAC
By the time we get there it will be dark ... 
Not much we can explore at night.
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MAUREEN
Perhaps it was for the best, it seems the 
reconstruction has made clearer to all the 
path we must take. 

ANNA
It’s truly Maria Elena’s success.

MARIA ELENA
No, it’s you... The breakthrough was yours 
... Tomorrow you will see.

EXT. PYRAMID #3 PALENQUE  -  DAY

The group prepares to climb the uneven steps of the pyramid, they are 
high for the average height of Mayan Indians, who tend to have rather 
short legs.

Ben-Chac and Maureen lead and climb the steep challenge with a great 
burst of energy.

Francisco, alone, starts climbing, and follows them.

Just when Anna starts to follow and take a first step up,  she feels an 
urgent need to stop.

ANNA
No! It can’t be. It cannot be up there. It 
must be underground, under the base. 
There must be an entrance to go under... 
My dream!

Francisco, already on the tenth step, stops and looks down 

FRANCISCO
That’s crazy.  These pyramids do not have 
entrances to go under. The way to reach 
hidden chambers is usually from the top, 
with stairs carved to go down.
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MARIA ELENA
Anna, Francisco is right, seldom we have 
found any entrance on the side of a 
pyramid. That’s not the way the Mayan 
build the basic structure of most of their 
temples and pyramids.

Chavela seems upset and, glancing at Ben-Chac, makes a sign for him to 
come down.

Ben-Chac descends with difficulty and approaches Chavela with concern.

Chavela whispers in his ear, Ben-Chac glances at her with surprise, and 
turns to speak to the group, but Chavela interrupts him.

CHAVELA
Dreams and visions are the way the Gods 
talk to us ... We must not ignore what they 
tell us.

She approaches Anna and hold her head with her two hands open, forcing 
Anna to glance at her eyes. 

CHAVELA (CONT’D)
Tell me again what did you see?

ANNA
The monkey king goes underground 
followed by all three monkeys.

Chavela releases Anna from her grasp, and turns to Ben-Chac.

CHAVELA
We must explore the base, walk around, 
and look for a possible hidden door.

The group accepts her directions without any questions.

They separate, each one following their own instinct, exploring with care 
every crevice in the base of the Pyramid.
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After a while, tired of searching in vain, Francisco stops to light a 
cigarette.

Francisco lifts a leg, and rests it by pressing hard with the sole of his foot 
against the wall, while he inhales a smoke with great relish.       

The pressure of his foot pushes by accident a small protruding square 
piece of rock.

As by magic, a secret door half covered with Ivy and other vines opens 
making a small hiss.

INT. CORRIDOR  -   DAY

They descend with some trepidation.

Maria Elena stumbles on a cadaver, holding a beautiful jade torch. 
Curious, she grabs the torch and lights it, and is surprised when it lights 
up.

Suddenly a large boulder held by thick net starts swinging widely, and 
knocks the torch from her hand.

Out of nowhere snakes and scorpions advance towards them.

Chavela, waving a handkerchief, starts chanting with a weak trembling 
voice:

CHAVELA
Shemo Shema Sheme Shemi Shemu

The reptiles and insects slow down their advance.

Maria Elena quickly realizes Chavela’s intention and joins her in a second 
verse. Insects are falling down.

MARIA ELENA
Shamo Shama Shame Shami Shamu

Now Ben-Chac and Maureen join them, the animals slowly retreat.
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BEN-CHAC
Shomo Shoma Shome Shomi Shomu
Shimo Shima Shime Shimi Shimu

Lastly Anna and the rest follow raising their voices in victory, the voices 
reverberating and echoing in the close corridors of the temple.

The mass of insects retreats accelerating their pace as chanting 
progresses. 

ANNA
Shumo Shuma Shume Shumi Shumu

With the last syllable, the walls come alive with the lights of twenty jade 
torchlights revealing a large chamber.

INT. CHAMBER  -  DAY

Three enormous carved boulders occupy the center

On one of the boulders a figure of jaguar covers one side.

On a second boulders they find a carved figure of a quetzal bird with 
extended wings.

On the third boulder they discover a carved figure of a large butterfly.

Without any hesitation Anna approaches the carved butterfly boulder and 
explores its surface, searching for a hidden cavity.

Now others join her 

ANNA
Please help me move it

They all push while the  boulder pivots from its base with great ease 
revealing a cavity.

Anna goes on her knees and sheds light from her flashlight.
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ROCK CAVITY

A gold mouthpiece of a decorated conch is illuminated

Now light reveals  a rattle with a gold handle, next to it they find a jade 
ornamental ax with a complex designs.

They discover a colorful ceremonial clay vase with inscriptions covering 
the rim.

With some trepidation Maria Elena starts removing one by one the 
objects, and passing them to Maureen.

When they remove the last object, they find in the back of the cavity, a 
bundle wrapped with a colorful weaved cotton blanket. 

CHAMBER

Maria Elena turns to Anna

MARIA ELENA
The honor must be yours

Anna retrieves the bundle, and with great care unwraps it, revealing a 
well preserved Mayan codex in perfect condition. 

Anna in wonder caresses the Codex cover.

ANNA
Oh my God, we did it... We found it!

Anna offers the Codex to Maria Elena, who with legs crossed and deposits 
it on her lap. Others surround her, some on their knees, some stand 
behind her. 

CODEX

With great care she unfolds pages, revealing magnificent drawing full of 
blues, yellows, ochre, and black colors.
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CHAMBER

Maria Elena turns her attention to the last pages and decodes it with 
some difficulty,  and she breaks into a great laugh.

MARIA ELENA
Ha!... Now I understand why the bastards 
wanted to stop us

ANNA
What dark secret have you uncovered?

MARIA ELENA
No the opposite... It’s here in white and 
black; no end of the world. They just write 
with hope about a next baktun.

ANNA
Poor Gwen, she will be so disappointed.

MAUREEN
Who is Gwen?

ANNA
One of my graduate students; she was 
convinced 2012 would mark the end of 
the world.

MARIA ELENA
Anna, look at this glyph. Do you recognize 
it?

Anna studies it, she hesitates for a short moment. 

ANNA
Fire or heat

MARIA ELENA
Yes so the sixth sun will be hot... and mark 
a resurgent Mayan Kingdom. 
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FRANCISCO
Yes, and Kukulkan would be reborn! 

MARIA ELENA
No, it’s a She, and her reign will extend a 
vast Mayan kingdom 

ANNA
You see the names of some of the cities? 
Copan and Tikal.

BEN-CHAC
That’s it! Now I understand, this new 
Mayan kingdom would erase existing 
national boundaries. 

MAUREEN
Somehow they must have known, they 
only want to protect the status quo, since 
now they move their drugs freely.

BEN-CHAC
Yes, in a new Mayan kingdom, their days 
would be counted, and they would not be 
able to control much of anything.

MARIA ELENA
 We better get out now.

Maria Elena returns it to Anna, who overcome with emotion, holds the 
Codex with much care starts weeping silently.

Maria Elena puts her arm around her shoulders.

MARIA ELENA (CONT’D)
You made it happen

ANNA
Yes, at last I have my beginning.
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EXT.  BACK ENTRANCE OF PYRAMID  -  DAY

Anna, distracted and full of joy and pride, is the last one to exit the 
pyramid.

As she exits holding the Codex on one hand, she sees Rodolfo and his 
drug runners are holding her friends at gunpoint.

RODOLFO
Congratulations, I must say a job well 
done! Will you please handed it to me... 
Carefully now.

Rodolfo shows a bright, cruel smile and in silence he extends one hand, 
while he dries his lips with the other hand.

Anna with a look of disgust stops advancing, to glance over at her 
friends.

One of the men points his rifle at her. Rodolfo approaches her and 
murmurs something in her ear. 

Anna reacts violently and slaps him.

ANNA
Son of a bitch!

The man with the rifle advances and moves the tip of the rifle between 
her breasts ready to shoot her.

Rodolfo stops him, laughs, and addresses the man with the rifle.

RODOLFO
No need ... Ya ha sido castigada.

The men laugh.

Rodolfo yanks the Codex from Anna’s hands and prisses towards a Rover, 
whose motor is revving.

The rest of Rodolfo’s men mount on a jeep with top down. 
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One of them shoots up as he swears and lets out a victory cry, others 
shoot at the tires of the two Rovers left behind.

Ben-Chac runs to his Rover and retrieves a satellite phone, calling for 
help from Zapatistas.

Moments later a group of Zapatistas riding a flat bed truck appears. 

Ben-Chac gives a gun to Anna. 

The voice on the other end tells him, they have learned Rodolfo and some 
of the drug gang are in an abandoned sugar mill

EXT.  SUGAR MILL  -   DAY

When the group led by Ben-Chac reaches the old abandoned sugar mill, 
drug runners are waiting outside and shoot at them.

A fight between Zapatistas and drug runners breaks, many using their 
machetes instead of guns.

Almost as if nature was taking sides, a small group of spider monkeys 
appear excited making loud guttural cries while they observe the men 
fighting. 

At a given moment spider monkeys throw their excrement at the drug 
runners who were trying to attack comandante Lucia with a machete.  

One of the Zapatistas rips the heart of a drug runner, with a large flint 
knife, while two others restrain the victim.

The guerilla raises the palpitating hearts and screams victory, echoed by 
the roar of a jaguar deep in the forest.

Then out of nowhere a beautiful quetzal bird appears and  shows off its 
extended colorful wings and feathers as to mark the moment of victory. 

The few drug runners remaining alive run away towards the forest.

Santos followed by another man escape and run towards the sugar mill’’ 
entrance.
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Anna and Francisco follow them as they run at great speed.

INT. SUGAR MILL  -  DAY

Inside a large industrial space old rusting machines, leaking old oil drums, 
abandoned tires, chemicals in large plastic bottles, and rusted tools, 
share space with pigeons and droppings from wild animals.

Many of roof glass panels and some windows are broken. Small birds fly 
aimlessly trying to find an exit. 

When Anna, accompanied with Francisco, enter they are confronted by 
one of the drug runners, who quickly raises his gun to shoot at them.

Francisco is faster and shoots him firt.

SHOT reverberates and pigeons and small birds fly frenetically inside the 
vast decaying mill structure.

From a second floor a steel balustrade Jose Maria Santos shoots at them 
and misses. 

Francisco retrieves the gun of the dead Mayan Indian and offers his gun 
to Anna.

With muted gestures he shares with Anna his intentions, advances hoping 
to get behind Santos.

Anna holding his gun with some trepidation, moves with care through the 
clutter of old tires, pipes, and oil drums. She stumbles on a pipe, which 
starts rolling making a great clatter.

The sound of a shot fills the vast space, a bullet hits a machine near 
where the pipe had rolled and stopped.

Anna looks up at the source of the shot, she sees Santos halfway down 
on the stairs watching the pipe rolling.
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Santos turns around to observe Anna, but it is too late, Anna holding the 
handgun with two trembling hands shoots at Santos once.

The shot hits Santos in the groin, who SCREAMS from pain, blood rushes 
profusely down his legs.

He falls down on his knees trying to hold his groin with his two hands, in 
doing so he pushes a small heavy pipe which rolls ever so slowly.

Overcome by pain Santos bends down, and takes a fetal position, his 
body has a last tremor, and becomes still.

Anna, perhaps to relieve tension, remains motionless and follows above 
her with great attention, the pipe rolling in slow motion.

In an act of randomness, the pipe hits and displaces a piece of wood, 
preventing an oil drum from rolling, it begins inching its way out of inertia 
and rolls faster and faster.

Anna remains transfixed, following the movement of the oil drum, her 
mouth slightly open.

The oil drum advance is stopped by a ladder,  which falls, and hits a wood 
plank resting on saw horses, where an open can of red paint and a bottle 
half filled with liquid were resting.

The red paint falls all over,  missing Francisco, who has stopped and 
emulating Anna is absorbed by the mechanic ballet occurring in such 
randomness, in a grotesques choreography above them.

A bottle with flammable liquid  falls on a metal platform from an 
industrial conveyor canning machine, and breaks;  flammable liquid 
advances towards a naked electric cable, which lays close but not 
touching a steel machine.

Anna and Frank glance at each other, wanting to close their separation, 
but somehow  remains unable to move, held captive by the invisible force 
of curiosity keeping them fully absorbed by such random mechanical 
ballet.
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Fire quickly burns a large rope holding the level and sets on an electric 
motor, pushing into gear a noisy conveyor belt, moving at a slow pace 
and  making a great hissing noise, indicating lack of lubricating oil.

On the second floor a heavy box protruding on the conveyor belt hits a 
tall steel shelves where an old rusting blade was resting, making it fall.

Anna realizes Francisco faces danger, screams at him.

ANNA
MOVE! GET OUT!

Francisco, distracted and not understanding, turns his attention to Anna.

Large heavy blade is propelled with great force, and rotates in a slow 
macabre dance, its center of gravity drawing a graceful arc.

In an incredible random act, one blade encounters Francisco’s neck and 
decapitates Francisco with a short, rapid clean cut.

Francisco’s head rolls,  with his eyes still fully open, and a small tickle of 
blood running down an half open mouth.

Anna horrified SCREAMS, she remains paralyzed, her hands covering her 
face for a long time.

At last she removes her jacket and with some trepidation mixed with 
revulsion, retrieves his head.

She turns and takes solemn slow strides.

A ray of sun, emanating from one broken window, illuminates her small 
figure carrying her macabre burden through such vast space of the 
decaying Mill

EXT. OLD SUGAR MILL  -  DAY

Anna emerges sobbing, as she holds Francisco's head in her extended 
arms, as making an offering to an unknown God, horrified by her task, 
almost hyperventilating.
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It takes Maria Elena a while to recognize Anna’s burden as she advances. 
When she does, Maria Elena, bends down as if her stomach had been 
punched.

Maureen discreetly shoots pictures of gruesome scene, without lifting 
camera hanging from her neck, while she advances to hold Maria Elena, 
to console her.

Maria Elena disengages herself from Maureen’s embrace, and advances 
towards Anna, when she reaches her with great tenderness she relieves 
Anna from her burden.

Then turning her back to all, she brings Francisco’s head towards her 
bosom, as it was a baby, and starts murmuring terms of endearment 
while she rocks slowly, as if she was trying to make him go to sleep.

Ben-Chac turns toward one Zapatistas holding a wireless. 

BEN-CHAC
Please ask Comandante Lucia if they have 
located Rodolfo and his men... and tell her 
Francisco is dead. 

Without waiting for an answer, he turns and advances towards Anna and 
Maureen.

Maureen has her arms around Anna’s shoulders, both women observing 
Maria Elena back from a distance.

The Zapatista with noisy wireless gear approaches Ben-Chac, and 
murmurs in his ear.

Ben-Chac borrows his wireless and in an impatient tone.

BEN-CHAC (CONT’D)
I want to speak with Comandante Lucia... 
Why did he go back, if he has the 
Codex?... Gold?... Gold in Bonampak?... 
No!... I understand... Yes an accident... 
Get back where? The Cave? Same one?... 
We meet you there, in about two hours.
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MAUREEN
You seem to be angry

BEN-CHAC
No, just surprised... Rodolfo and his men 
may have gone back to the cave, someone 
said they are looking for old Mayan gold

MAUREEN
The same cave?

BEN-CHAC
Yes, that’s where they are searching for 
the gold.

Anna interjects with renewed sense of urgency.

ANNA
Then we should go.

BEN-CHAC
Yes we should, but not now. It’s getting 
late and besides it’s going to take some 
time for them to find anything, ... If they 
do.

MAUREEN
But may we lose them

BEN-CHAC
If there is gold, It will not be laying in plain 
sight for anyone to find it.

ANNA
Well, I guess you are right. So what’s next?

BEN-CHAC
We camp, and make sure we get there 
early tomorrow
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EXT   CLEARING JUNGLE  -   NIGHT

As night sets they all show signs of being tired.

Lucia addressing Anna and Maria Elena

LUCIA
You are welcome to stay with me

MARIA ELENA
No thanks, I feel like setting my tent next 
to the creek ...I like the sound of water.

Maria Elena unfolds her tent and to drive down tent spikes, looks for a 
rock to use as a hammer. When she lifts a rock, a small snake attacks 
and bites Maria Elena on the leg.

Lucia removes her scarf, and creates a tourniquet around Maria Elena’s 
leg, on her knees she sucks blood out of her leg, and spitts it in a 
systematic way.

Anna, holds Maria Elena’s head and gives her to drink from a flask.

BEN-CHAC
Let’s move her to the van. I will take the 
Rover and drive with Maureen to Naha w  
to find an antidote.

They move her to the back of the Lucia’s van.

LUCIA
Wait let me go with you, you may be 
stopped by some EZLN, and we cannot 
afford to lose time.

ANNA
I will stay, and take care of Maria Elena. 

MOON REFLECTION ON THE VAN WINDOW MOVES TO MAKE AN ARC.
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INT. VAN  - NIGHT

Maria Elena, lays across a backseat which has been moved against a side.

She sweats profusely, with her eyes closed, murmurs in low voice words 
which could be in Spanish.

Anna uses a small wet towel on Maria Elena’s forehead, in a foolish 
attempt to reduce her fever.

Maria Elena, feverish, opens her eyes and grasps Anna’s hand with great 
force, brings her close to her and with a sense of great urgency exclaims.

MARIA ELENA
You must promise me something.

Anna moves her head closer to Maria Elena’s lips.

ANNA
Shh ... Don’t fret they will be back soon.

MARIA ELENA
No it’s important! You must promise me.

ANNA
Yes, I do

MARIA ELENA
If something happens to me you must take 
care of Itzel.

ANNA
But she has her father ... Rodolfo may be --

Maria Elena shakes her head forcefully

MARIA ELENA
No, No you don’t understand... He is not 
her father.
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Anna hiding her surprise, wets the small towel again, and brings it to 
Maria Elena’s forehead

ANNA
They are on their way, nothing will happen 
to you ... What about her real father?

 Maria Elena, now more feverish, starts speaking in Spanglish, tears 
flowing freely.

MARIA ELENA
Esta muerto ...father ... tio,  padre ... He is 
dead.

Anna feels lost for a short moment and is overcome by a wave of 
understanding 

ANNA
You mean you and Francisco ?

Maria Elena makes an effort to raise her head and bringing her lips close 
to Anna’s ear she murmurs

MARIA ELENA
Yes ... Now you --

Ben-Chac and Maureen slide open the van’s door, Lucia follows them.

Ben-Chac extends his hand holding a small bottle

BEN-CHAC
Here you must drink this ... Lucia can you 
stay with Anna, I’m going to take Maria 
Elena to Chavela’s 

LUCIA
Yes but I will need all my men ... Maureen 
can go with you. 
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EXT.  CAVE ENTRANCE   -  DAY

Comandante Lucia, silently, directs her men to take hidden positions so 
they can control the cave’s entrance.

Then glances at Anna, and invites her to take a position next to her, and 
hide behind a large boulder on left side of the cave entrance.

Rodolfo exits carrying a leather bag accompanied by one of the Mayan 
Indians who had held down Anna while she had been raped.

They stop at the entrance to the cave. Rodolfo is texting on his Black 
Berry.

Lucia makes a sign to one of her men to stay put.

Very slowly, making an effort not to make any sound, Lucia emerges 
from her hiding place.

Her own shadow  projects against dried ground in front of the cave 
entrance.

Rodolfo’s companion sees her shadow and turns ready to fire towards 
Comandante Lucia.

Lucia is faster and shoots him down. 

Rodolfo stops texting and  thinking Anna is unarmed ignores her and 
points his gun towards Lucia. 

Anna, handing her gun with difficulty, aims to his leg and shoots at him 
hoping to make him fall.

Anna, inexperienced, is not prepared to control the gun’s recoil, gun 
barrel moves up while she shoots.

It results on a second bullet to travel on a forty five degrees angle and 
wounds Rodolfo on his neck. 

Rodolfo falls down his knees, bleeding profusely.
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He drops the Codex to the ground, to press down with both hands the 
wound in a futile attempt to stop the hesavy bleeding.

Pain and loss of blood makes his body lose its balance and fall on one 
side, making guttural sounds while blood rushes out.

A large number of vampire bats appear and circle Rodolfo’s body.

Anna retrieves the codex and moves away fast, taking steps  backwards 
towards Lucia. She turns to study  Lucia with a look of surprise and 
wonder.

Rodolfo’s muffled SCREAMS are heard.

Anna turns her head to observe Rodolfo, and sees hundreds of bats 
lapping him to death.

His feeble gestures to push the bats away fail to protect him. His 
movements slow down, and exhausted he stops fighting.

An organic black cloud of bats pulsates as to have a life of its own, while 
high pitch sound of their sound mixes with guttural sounds emanate from 
a dying Rodolfo.

EXT.   LAKE  -  NIGHT     

Light from a full moon stirs small waves on lake, resulting in a myriad 
reflected light points which capture Anna’s attention.

She holds against her breasts, a small yellow plastic bundle, trying to 
protect it from strong water spray produced by the rapid advance of the 
speed boat

Lucia, somewhat nervous, makes an effort to keep the wheel steady, 
while cutting  too fast small waves of the lake.  She tries to maintain a 
course towards some pier lights she sees at a distance.

Lucia turns toward Anna and points the pier lights in silence.

Anna, next to her, nods her head in approval. 
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ANNA
I can’t believe soon this will be over. I hope 
water has not ruined the Codex.

LUCIA
No, is well wrapped and the jacket is water 
resistant ... We are almost there.

Lucia turns to observe her, almost as if she was seeing her for the first 
time. 

LUCIA (CONT’D)
You know, when I saw you for the first 
time, I was not impressed. I told myself 
“how is this gorda gringa going to help 
us?”

ANNA
(laughs)

Gorda y estupida

LUCIA
Ha, It’s me who was the stupid one! I 
underestimated you, like many others, not 
only you’re bright ... You have cojones

Lucia grabs her groin while saying that.

ANNA
I just hide my fear well.

LUCIA
We all do, that’s why we beat our 
enemies... Courage is fear in action. 

ANNA
I never thought a simple object made of 
painted bark would be the source of so 
much blood.
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LUCIA
It’s the message painted on the bark. 
Believes and ideas have always been the 
excuse for the slaughter of thousands. 

ANNA
To think in my twenties I firmly believed 
knowledge encapsulated in a book, like 
Plato's Republic, was more valuable to 
mankind than a mere life of a man.

LUCIA
But don’t you think that’s the case, we 
must fight ignorance and blind believes --

Lucia stops talking, they are approaching a massive pier.

Lucia slows down and reverses the motor to approach the pier sideways.

Suddenly a bright light engulfs them, and a shot hits something.

The motor stops running, and gas starts spilling from a bullet hole on its 
side.

Anna glances up and sees Padron holding Itzel, flanked by one drug 
runner, armed with a rifle

PIER

DR. PADRON
Give me the Codex or I kill her.

BOAT

Behind Anna the boat motor has caught fire.  The fire spreads and lights 
the oil spill floating on the water.

Lucia takes advantage of the distraction, and shoots at the man next to 
Dr. Padron, while she jumps off.  
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Anna extends one arm, showing an empty right hand, while she holds the 
yellow bundle on her left hand above her head.

ANNA
Please don’t hurt her. I’m not armed ... Let 
her go, take the book.

Padron makes signs to her to come up.

DR. PADRON
Slowly come up, and bring it to me.

Anna lifts herself up on the ladder, moving slowly, handicapped by the 
use of one single hand.  

PIER

Anna, tired and frustrated, reaches the pier, breathing hard.

For a moment she bends down, resting one hand over her knees, trying to 
catch her breath.

Then she stands up, her body straight, and extends her arm offering the 
Codex, but keeping a distance.

Padron releases Itzel.

Anna throws the book to Padron, it falls close to his feet.

Itzel moves away and stops paralyzed by fear advancing flames.

Meanwhile fire spreads to oil drums piled on one side and some explode.

One lands next to Padron, exploding and spilling burning oil, which covers 
parts of his body. 

Large flames engulf Padron, who starts screaming, drops the bundle with 
the Codex, and starts to roll on the ground to try to suffocate the flames.

Anna must make a quick decision, to run and grab the Codex or try to 
save Itzel who screams in fear of flames now surrounding her. 
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For seconds, Anna is paralyzed, frustrated by the choice she must make.

Cursing she springs towards Itzel, crossing and jumping some flames, 
grabs Itzel with her extended arms and move away.

Anna, now holding Itzel on her arms, turns and  sees flames kissing the 
yellow plastic jacket protecting the Codex.

Anna hesitates, and still holding Itzel in her arms, runs as a soccer player 
would towards the slow burning bundle, and kicks it with one foot with all 
her might.

The smoking yellow bundle makes a graceful arc which appears to take 
an eternity to land, time becomes elastic.

At last, the smoking yellow bundle lands on the pier border, its center of 
gravity vacillating at the edge.

For an excruciating long time the smoking bundles oscillates, and then 
slowly it falls off and disappears from view.

Anna’s eyes, full of tears, are fixated on the spot where the bundle with 
the Codex fell off.

In the background she hear Dr. Padron’s CRIES being burned to death.

Itzel, relieved, breaks downs and cries in a noisy way as wanting to drown 
Padron’s screams fading at a distance.

Anna turns her attention to the child, and rocks her murmuring terms of 
endearment, after some time she allows all her pent up emotions erupt 
and joins Itzel, both sobbing and letting their tears flow.

With emotions spent, Anna covers Itzel’s face with small kisses, as to dry 
her tears.

ANNA
Shh... Shh ...  It’s alright, everything will be 
fine.  Soon you will see your Mom.  It’s all 
over.
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Itzel  calmer now, makes an effort to contain her tears, and a timid smile 
covers her face.

Then in gratitude, she puts her small arms around Anna’s neck, and  
muzzles her face on Anna’s shoulder close to her neck. 

A radiant smile brightens Anna’s face, and she glances with great 
tenderness at the child’s head resting on her shoulder, knowing she has 
made the right choice.

EXT.  ROAD   -  DAY

Rays from an early morning Sun lend a surrealistic feel to the surrounding 
landscape around the lake, while mist rises from its still waters  

Anna holds Itzel's hand and moves in slow motion; from the back, her 
shoulders appear as if she was carrying a great weight, signaling the pain 
of her tired body.

They follow a road built following the lake shoreline not too far from the 
pier.

The colorful macaw appears with extended wings and singing loudly as 
wanting  to extend a  warm welcome. 

Anna acknowledges his presence, and a warm feeling overtakes her; her 
shoulders become straight, and now energized, her walk becomes almost 
a strut.

Itzel retrieves, from a pocket, her small flute and plays a joyful sweet 
melody. Tropical forest sounds join in melody.

Deep in the forest a jaguar roars, and joyful cries of spider monkeys join 
as in a counterpoint to chirping from a flock of quetzal birds.

SMALL HILL

Maria Elena appears waiving her arm, flanked by Ben-Chac and Maureen, 
and moves fast as if she was afraid to loose Itzel.  

Itzel, happy, runs to join her mother.
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Maureen embraces and kisses Ben-Chac with passion.

EXT.  ROAD  -  DAY

Anna, overwhelmed by a sense of wonder, turns her eyes around as if it 
was the first time she is seeing her surroundings.

She feels a strong need to scream not from pain but joy.  She raises her 
arms, her fits clenched, and gives a VICTORY SCREAM.  It is a visceral, 
loud animal like cry, and lasts a long time.

A group of quetzal birds take flight, drawing a graceful curve in the blue 
sky.

Itzel stops, turns, and observe Anna in awe; she resumes playing the 
flute, walking backwards towards her mother.

Maria Elena accelerates her pace, now almost running.

When she reaches Itzel, Maria Elena goes on her knees, and covers Itzel’s 
face with motherly kisses. 

After a moment Itzel puts her arms around her mother’s neck and speaks 
quietly in her ear.

Maria Elena glances at her with surprise and standing up she gently 
pushes Itzel towards Ben-Chac and Maureen, and turns to look at Anna.

Maria Elena smiles with great tenderness and starts advancing towards 
Anna.

From a distance we can see them gaining speed as overcome by a sense 
of urgency. They embrace as their lives depend on that act, angst mixed 
with joy and perhaps wonder what their future may bring.

As our perspective changes and we see the two small figures holding 
hands receding in the distance, in foreground a blurred image slowly 
appears gaining sharpness. 

One single lovely butterfly hovers over a yellow plastic bundle containing 
the Codex.
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